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FIELD EXTENSIONS, DERIVATIONS, AND
MATROIDS OVER SKEW HYPERFIELDS
RUDI PENDAVINGH
Abstract. We show that a field extension K Ď L in positive characteristic p and elements xe P L for e P E
gives rise to a matroid Mσ on ground set E with coefficients in a certain skew hyperfield Lσ . This skew
hyperfield Lσ is defined in terms of L and its Frobenius action σ : x ÞÑ xp. The matroid underlying Mσ
describes the algebraic dependencies over K among the xe P L , and Mσ itself comprises, for each m P ZE ,
the linear space of K-derivations of K
´
x
pme
e : e P E
¯
.
The theory of matroid representation over hyperfields was developed by Baker and Bowler for commu-
tative hyperfields. We partially extend their theory to skew hyperfields. To prove the duality theorems we
need, we use a new axiom scheme in terms of quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates.
1. Introduction
Let K be a field and let pxe : e P Eq be elements from an extension field L. A subcollection pxe : e P F q
is algebraically dependent over K if there is a polynomial q P KrXe : e P F s so that qpxe : e P F q “ 0. By a
theorem of Steinitz, the set I :“ tF Ď E : pxe : e P F q algebraically independent over Ku satisfies
(I0) H P I
(I1) if A P I and B Ď A, then B P I
(I2) if A,B P I and |A| ă |B|, then AY teu P I for some e P BzA
Algebraic independence has these properties in common with linear independence. This formalizes the
analogy beween algebraic closure and linear span, transcendence degree and dimension of a linear space, and
in general gives a geometric perspective on field extensions.
A matroid is a pair M “ pE, Iq where E is a finite set and I is any set of subsets of E satisfying (I0), (I1),
and (I2). The above pair K,x thus gives an algebraic matroid MpK,xq, and a collection of vectors pveqePE
will determine a linear matroid on E.
Taking poetic license, a matroid may be described as a linear space without coefficients. In a linear space
over a field K of dimension d, any subset of d vectors is associated with a value in K, the determinant. The
corresponding matroid merely distinguishes between bases and non-bases. There are less Spartan matroid
variants, such as oriented matroids and valuated matroids, which can be seen as matroids with coefficients in
the set of signs t`,´u and in a linearly ordered group, respectively. This intuitive perspective was developed
rigorously by Dress and Wenzel [DW91], who defined matroids with coefficients from a fuzzy field, and more
recently by Baker and Bowler [BB17], who defined matroids over hyperfields. In both approaches, linear
spaces as well as oriented-, valuated-, and ordinary matroids are matroids with coefficients in a corresponding
fuzzy field or hyperfield.
Hyperfields generalize fields, and their more relaxed additive structure translates to a richer collection of
homomorphisms. A hyperfield homomorphism f : H Ñ H 1 induces a map f˚ which takes a matroid over H
and turns it into a matroid over H 1, simply by applying f to the coefficients. This elegantly describes how
a matroid with coefficients in a field K (essentially a collection of vectors in a K-vector space) gives rise to
an ordinary matroid. From any field K, there is a hyperfield homomorphism κ to the Krasner hyperfield
K “ t0, 1u, which maps 0 ÞÑ 0 and all nonzero x ÞÑ 1. The induced map κ˚ is a forgetful operation which
retains only the destinction between bases and nonbases, independent and dependent sets. If the ordinary
matroid that arises from applying κ˚ appears too coarse an abstraction, then one may consider a hyperfield
homomorphism from K to a more detailed hyperfield. For example, the natural homomorphism from the
reals to the hyperfield of signs induces the map from collections of vectors in Euclidean space to oriented
matroids.
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So in the study of linear spaces, matroids over hyperfields may serve to attain the ‘right’ abstraction level.
In relation to field extensions, they have a different role. Unlike a linear space, a field extension is not itself
a matroid over some hyperfield. The algebraic matroid MpK,xq is, but the information on pK,xq it contains
is quite sparse. To illustrate, we know of no general method to decide if N “MpK,xq for some pK,xq, given
a matroid N .
In [BDP18], it was show that a pair pK,xq also determines a matroid valuation ofMpK,xq, the Lindstro¨m
valuation. That is, pK,xq determines a matroid over the hyperfield Zmin with underlying matroid MpK,xq.
In this paper, we show that MpK,xq can even be decorated with coefficients in a certain hyperfield Lσ,
which is defined in terms of L and the Frobenius action σ : x ÞÑ xp. The left Lσ-matroid MσpK,xq that
arises is still a geometric object, but comprises more detailed information about the pair pK,xq, such as the
space of K-derivations of Kpxe : e P Eq.
If K 1 is an extension field of K, then a K-derivation of K 1 is any map D : K 1 Ñ K 1 which is trivial on
K, is additive, and satisfies the Leibnitz rule Dpxyq “ Dpxqy ` xDpyq. The collection DerpK,K 1q of all
K-derivations of K 1 is a linear space whose dimension in equals the transcendence degree of K 1 over K. If
K 1 :“ Kpxe : e P Eq, then the dimension of DerpK,K
1q equals the rank of the algebraic matroid MpK,xq.
The linear space DerpK,K 1q then induces a linear matroid M 1pK,xq on E of the same rank as MpK,xq, in
which a set B Ď E is a basis if and only if for each u P pK 1qB, there is a unique K-derivation D of K 1 such
that Dpxeq “ ue for all e P B. Such a basis of M is necessarily a basis of MpK,xq, but the converse need
not be true. In other words, the matroid of derivations M 1pK,xq is a weak image of MpK,xq.
For any m P ZE and x P LE, let σmpxq :“ pσme pxeq : e P Eq. Passing from x to σ
mpxq does not affect
algebraic dependence, and we have MpK,xq “ MpK,σmpxqq for any m P ZE . The matroid MσpK,σmpxqq
arises from MσpK,xq by rescaling, an operation which is defined generally for matroids over hyperfields.
The matroid of derivations M 1pK,σmpxqq in general does not equal M 1pK,xq, and there is no easy relation
between the two. But MσpK,σmpxqq does determine the space of K-derivations of Kpσmpxqq, and hence via
rescaling, MσpK,xq describes both this space of derivations and its matroid M 1pK,σmpxqq for each m P ZE .
We have the following diagram.
pK,xq
Lσ-matroid
MσpK,xq
Lindstro¨m
valuated matroid
of pK,xq
MpK,xq
linear space of
K-derivations of K pσmpxqq
matroid of
K-derivations of K pσmpxqq
m m
With the exception of pK,xq on the left, each node in this diagram is a matroid over a hyperfield, and each
arrow represents a well-defined forgetful operation. Horizontal arrows indicate the application of a hyperfield
homomorphism to the matroid coefficients, preserving the underlying matroid. Vertical arrows represent a
new operation on matroids over certain hyperfields, which in general replaces the underlying matroid with
a weak image of that matroid, and restricts the hyperfield to a sub-hyperfield.
As the diagram indicates, MσpK,xq determines a map
V : m ÞÑ tK-derivations of K pσmpxqqu .
Essentially this object was called a Frobenius flock in [BDP18]. It was show in that paper that the related
matroid flock M : m ÞÑ MpVmq is a cryptomophic description of a matroid valuation of MpK,xq, which
we named the Lindstro¨m valuation. This definition of the Lindstro¨m valuation via flocks was somewhat
indirect, but shortly after a preprint of [BDP18] appeared on arXiv, Dustin Cartwright presented a direct
construction of the Lindstro¨m valuation in [Car17].
So matroid flocks are cryptomorphic to valuated matroids, and valuated matroids ‘are’ matroids rep-
resented over the tropical hyperfield. Matroid flocks arise by a forgetful operation from Frobenius flocks.
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This suggested that perhaps, Frobenius flocks are also cryptomorphic to matroids represented over a certain
hyperfield, and that the operation by which a Frobenius flock begets a matroid flock is just the pushing
forward along an appropriate hyperfield homomorphism. In this paper, we show that this is exactly the case,
the cryptomorphic description of the Frobenius flock of pK,xq being the Lσ-matroidMσpK,xq. Rather than
constructing MσpK,xq via the Frobenius flock, we use the approach of Cartwright, and define MσpK,xq
directly in terms of pK,xq.
The hyperfield Lσ used to alternatively describe Frobenius flocks as left Lσ-matroids is not commutative.
The theory of matroids over hyperfields was developed so far for commutative hyperfields. In the center
of the theory of Baker and Bowler is the notion of a Grassmann-Plu¨cker function of a matroid over a
hyperfield, which generalizes the Plu¨cker coordinates of a linear subspace. There is no proper analogue of
the Grassmann-Plu¨cker function in the context of skew hyperfields, just as there is no clean way to define
the determinant of a matrix over a skew field.
However, Gelfand, Gelfand, Retakh, and Wilson [GGRW05] show that matrices over skew fields do admit
quasi-determinants, which in the commutative setting equal ratios of certain adjacent determinants. Using
this new concept, they also define quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates for a matrix over a skew field, which are invariants
of the linear space spanned by the rows of the matrix. As it turns out, this concept blends perfectly with
matroids over hyperfields, and this allows us to replace the Grassmann-Plu¨cker functions with quasi-Plu¨cker
coordinates in the context of skew hyperfields.
The structure of the paper is as follows. After giving preliminaries on matroids and hyperfields in Section 2,
we developmatroids over skew hyperfields in Section 3. To demonstrate that the quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates are
natural in the context of matroids over skew hyperfields, we chose to make the presentation self-contained, but
clearly most concepts and ideas in this section are adapted from Baker and Bowler [BB17], Gelfand, Gelfand,
Retakh, and Wilson [GGRW05], and others. In Section 4, we describe how to construct a skew hyperfield of
monomials Hσ from any hyperfield H with automorphism σ. We describe the operation indicated by the
vertical arrows in the diagram, which in general takes a matroid M with coefficients in Hσ and produces a
matroid with coefficients in H , the boundary matroid M0. In Section 5, we show that each algebraic matroid
representation x in a field extension L{K gives rise to a left Lσ-matroid, the matroid of σ-derivations
MσpK,xq. The spaces of derivations as in the diagram arise from MσpK,xq by rescaling and then taking
the boundary matroid, so that MσpK,xq determines the Frobenius flock. In general, a Hσ-matroid M will
determine a flock of H-matroids. In Section 6, we prove that this flock in turn determines M . In the final
section of the paper, we make a few more related comments and present some conjectures.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Hypergroups, hyperrings, and hyperfields. A hyperoperation on G is a map ‘ : G ˆ G Ñ 2G.
Any hyperoperation induces a map ‘ : 2G ˆ 2G Ñ 2G by setting
X ‘ Y :“
ď
tx‘ y : x P X, y P Y u.
Slightly abusing notation, one writes x ‘ Y :“ txu ‘ Y , X ‘ y :“ X ‘ tyu, and X ‘ Y :“ X ‘ Y . The
hyperoperation ‘ then is associative if x‘ py ‘ zq “ px‘ yq‘ z for all x, y, z P G.
A hypergroup is a triple pG,‘, 0q, where 0 P G and ‘ : GˆGÑ 2GztHu is an associative hyperoperation,
such that
(H0) x‘ 0 “ txu
(H1) for each x P G there is a unique y P G so that 0 P x‘ y. We write ´x :“ y
(H2) x P y ‘ z if and only if z P x‘ p´yq
If G,H are hypergroups, then a map f : G Ñ H is a hypergroup homomorphism if fpx ‘ yq Ď fpxq ‘ fpyq
for all x, y P G, and fp0q “ 0.
A hyperring is a tuple pR, ¨,‘, 1, 0q so that
(R0) pR,‘, 0q is a commutative hypergroup
(R1) pR‹, ¨, 1q is monoid, where we denote R‹ :“ Rzt0u
(R2) 0 ¨ x “ x ¨ 0 “ 0 for all x P R
(R3) αpx‘ yq “ αx‘ αy and px ‘ yqα “ xα‘ yα for all α, x, y P R
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If R,S are hyperrings, then f : R Ñ S is a hyperring homomorphism if f is a hypergroup homomorphism,
fp1q “ 1, and fpx ¨ yq “ fpxq ¨ fpyq for all x, y P R.
A skew hyperfield is a hyperring such that 0 ‰ 1, and each nonzero element has a multiplicative inverse.
A hyperfield is then a skew hyperfield with commutative multiplication. A (skew) hyperfield homomorphism
is just a homomorphism of the underlying hyperrings.
The Krasner hyperfield is K “ pt0, 1u, ¨,‘, 1, 0q, where 1‘1 “ t0, 1u. All hyperfields H admit a hyperfield
homomorphism κ : H Ñ K so that κpxq “ 1 for all nonzero x P H . Any skew field can be considered a skew
hyperfield with hyperaddition x‘ y “ tx` yu.
If pΓ, 0,`,ăq is a linearly ordered abelian group, then Γmin :“ pΓYt8u, 0,8,d,‘q is a hyperfield, where
we denoted id j :“ i` j and
i‘ j :“
"
tminti, juu if i ‰ j
tm P Γ : m ě iu Y t8u if i “ j
If K is a (skew) field, then a map ν : K Ñ ΓYt8u is a non-archimedean valuation exactly if ν is a hyperfield
homomorphism from K to Γmin. Replacing min with max, ě with ď, and 8 with ´8, we analogously
obtain Γmax. In this paper, we use the hyperfield Zmin as obtained from this construction.
The smallest non-abelian group can be fitted with a hyperaddition to form a skew hyperfield. Consider
D3 :“ pD3Yt0u, ¨,‘, 1, 0q, where pD3, ¨, 1q is the dihedral group presented as D3 “ tdi : i P Z6u with 1 :“ d0,
with multiplication and hyperaddition fixed by
di ¨ dj “
"
di`j if i P t0, 2, 4u
di´j if i P t1, 3, 5u
and di ‘ dj “
$’’&’’%
tdiu if j “ i
tdi, dju if j “ i` 1
tdi, di`1, dju if j “ i` 2
D3 Y t0u if j “ i` 3
Verifying that D3 is indeed a skew hyperfield amounts to a finite check, which we omit.
2.2. Matroids. A matroid is a pair pE, Cq, where E is a finite set and C is a set of subsets of E, such that
(MC0) H R C
(MC1) if C,C 1 P C and C Ď C 1, then C “ C 1
(MC2) for all distinct C,C 1 P C and all e P C X C 1, there exists a C2 P C such that e R C2 Ď C Y C 1
The elements of C are the circuits of the matroid M “ pE, Cq, and E is the ground set. A subset F of E is
dependent if F Ě C for some C P C, and is independent otherwise. An inclusion-wise maximal independent
set is called a basis. In a matroid M , all bases have the same cardinality, and this common cardinality is
called the rank of M .
In the context of a matroid M with ground set E, we will write subsets of E concisely as e.g. Fabc :“
F Y ta, b, cu. When we use this format, it is assumed implicitly that a, b, c are distinct elements of EzF . So
a phrase ‘suppose Fab is a basis of M ’ hides the more elaborate setup ‘suppose F Ď E, and a, b are distinct
elements of EzF so that F Y ta, bu is a basis of M ’.
If E is a finite set, K is a field V is a K-linear vector space, and ve Ď V for each e P E, then for each
F Ď E, the set tve : e P F u is either linearly dependent or independent over K. This distinction between
dependent and independent sets is matroidal: if C denotes the set of inclusion-wise minimal nonempty sets F
corresponding to a dependent set of vectors tve : e P F u, then C satisfies the circuit axioms (MC0), (MC1),
and (MC2), and thus M “ pE, Cq is a matroid.
If C Ď 2E, then we say that a pair of distinct elements C,C 1 P C is modular if C Y C 1 does not properly
contain the union of two distinct elements of C. Consider the modular circuit elimination axiom:
(MC2)’ for all modular C,C 1 P C and all e P C X C 1, there exists a C2 P C such that e R C2 Ď C Y C 1.
Then in the presence of (MC0) and (MC1), the ordinary circuit elimination axiom (MC2) is implied by its
seemingly weaker modular counterpart (MC2)’, so that we could alternatively define a matroid as a pair
pE, Cq for which (MC0), (MC1), and (MC2)’ hold. The definition of weak matroids over hyperfields in [BB17]
generalizes the signed circuit axioms for phased matroids given by Anderson and Delucchi [AD12], as well
as the modular circuit axioms for ordinary matroids.
We refer to Oxley’s book [Oxl11] for further matroid-related notation and results and to the paper of
Baker and Bowler [BB17] for the theory of matroids over (commutative) hyperfields.
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3. Matroids over skew hyperfields
3.1. Circuit axioms. Let H be a skew hyperfield, and let E be a finite set. For any X P HE , let X :“
te P E : Xe ‰ 0u denote the support of X . A left H-matroid on E is a pair pE, Cq, where C Ď H
E satisfies
the following circuit axioms.
(C0) 0 R C.
(C1) if X P C and α P H‹, then α ¨X P C.
(C2) if X,Y P C and X Ď Y , then there exists an α P H‹ so that Y “ α ¨X .
(C3) if X,Y P C are a modular pair in C and e P E is such that Xe “ ´Ye ‰ 0, then there exists a Z P C
so that Ze “ 0 and Z P X ‘ Y .
In (C3), a pair X,Y P C is modular if X,Y are modular in C :“ tX : X P Cu. The notation Z P X ‘ Y is
short for Zf P Xf ‘ Yf for all f P E.
A right H-matroid is defined analogously, with α ¨ X replaced by X ¨ α in (C1) and (C2). If H is
commutative, then left- and right H-matroids coincide, and we speak of H-matroids1.
Suppose E is a finite set, K is a skew field, V is a left vector space over K, and ve P V for each e P E.
Then the set of linear dependencies among the vectors ve, D :“ tX P K
E :
ř
ePE Xeve “ 0u, is a left linear
space over K. The collection of dependencies of minimal support
C :“ tX P Dzt0u : if Y P Dzt0u and Y Ď X, then Y “ Xu,
satisfies the above left circuit axioms (C0)–(C3), so that Mpve : e P Eq :“ pE, Cq is a left K-matroid.
3.2. The underlying matroid, circuit signatures, and coordinates. If M “ pE, Cq is a left- or right
H-matroid, then M determines an underlying matroid M :“ pE, Cq, where
C :“ tX : X P Cu.
If H is the Krasner hyperfield, then M in turn is uniquely determined by M . Thus a matroid M over the
Krasner hyperfield K is essentially a matroid.
If N is a matroid on E and H is a skew hyperfield, then a collection C Ď HE is a left H-signature of N if
C satisfies (C0), (C1), and (C2), and C is the collection of circuits of N .
If N is a matroid with bases B, we name the set of ordered pairs of adjacent bases
AN :“ tpB,B
1q P B ˆ B : |BzB1| “ 1u.
Then a function r.s : AN Ñ H comprises left H-coordinates for N if
(CC0) rFa, Fbs ¨ rFb, Fas “ 1 if Fa, Fb P B.
(CC1) rFac, Fbcs ¨ rFab, Facs ¨ rFbc, Fabs “ ´1 if Fab, Fac, Fbc P B.
(CC2) rFac, Fbcs “ rFad, Fbds if Fac, Fad, Fbc, Fbd P B, but Fab R B.
As we will demonstrate, a left H-signature encodes the same information as left H-coordinates. If C is a
left H-signature of N , then we may define a map r.s : AN Ñ H by setting
rFa, FbsC :“ ´X
´1
a Xb
where X P C is any circuit such that X Ď Fab. This is well-defined, since if Y P C is any other circuit such
that Y Ď Fab, then X “ Y and hence by (C2) there exists an α P H‹ so that Y “ αX . Then
Y ´1a Yb “ pαXaq
´1pαXbq “ X
´1
a Xb.
Conversely, given left coordinates r.s for N , we put
CN,r.s :“ tX P H
E : X a circuit of N and X´1a Xb “ ´rFa, Fbs whenever a, b P X Ď Fabu.
We will usually omit the reference to N when the choice of N is unambiguous, and write Cr.s.
Lemma 1. Let N be a matroid on ground set E, let C Ď HE and let r.s : AN Ñ H. The following are
equivalent.
(1) C is a left H-signature of N , and r.s “ r.sC.
(2) r.s are left H-coordinates, and C “ Cr.s.
1In [BB17], Baker and Bowler consider both weak and strong matroids over a hyperfield; our H-matroids are their weak
H-matroids.
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Proof. We show that (1) implies (2). Let C be a left H-signature of N , and let r.s “ r.sC. It suffices to show
that the three axiom (CC0), (CC1), (CC2) hold for r.s.
(CC0): Note that if Fa, Fb are both bases of N , and X P C is any circuit so that a, b P X Ď Fab, then
rFa, FbsrFb, Fas “ pX´1a XbqpX
´1
b Xaq “ 1.
(CC1): Assume Fab, Fac, Fbc are bases of N . Then there exists a circuit X P C so that a, b, c P X Ď Fabc.
It follows that
rFac, Fbcs ¨ rFab, Facs ¨ rFbc, Fabs “ ´pX´1a XbqpX
´1
b XcqpX
´1
c Xaq “ ´1.
(CC2): Assume that Fac, Fad, Fbc, Fbd are bases of N . Then there are circuits X,Y P C, so that
a, b P X Ď Fabc, and a, b P Y Ď Fabd. If Fab is not a basis of N , then Fab contains a circuit, so that
X “ Y . By (C2), Y “ αX for some α P H‹. Then
rFac, Fbcs “ ´X´1a Xb “ ´pαXaq
´1pαXbq “ ´Y
´1
a Yb “ rFad, Fbds.
We now argue that (2) implies (1). So suppose r.s are left H-coordinates, and that C “ Cr.s. We will first
argue that for each circuit C of N , there is an X P Cr.s so that X “ C. So let C be a circuit of N .
Consider two elements a, b P C. We claim that if Fa, Fb, F 1a, F 1b are bases of N so that if C Ď Fab, F 1ab,
then rFa, Fbs “ rF 1a, F 1bs. To show this, we use induction on |F zF 1|. Assume first that |F zF 1| “ 1. Then
F “ F 2c and F 1 “ F 2d for some F 2, c, d. Since C Ď pFabq X pF 1abq “ F 2ab, F 2ab is not a basis of N . By
(CC2), it folllows that
rFa, Fbs “ rF 2ac, F 2bcs “ rF 2ad, F 2bds “ rF 1a, F 1bs.
If |F zF 1| ą 1, then pick any c P pF zF 1qzC. By virtue of the base exchange axiom in N{C, there exists a
d P pF 1zF qzC so that F 2a, F 2b are bases of N , where F 2 “ F ´ c ` d. By the induction hypothesis, we
obtain
rFa, Fbs “ rF 2a, F 2bs “ rF 1a, F 1bs.
This proves the claim.
Fix any c P C, let B be a basis of N containing C ´ c, and let X P HE be such that X “ C, Xc “ 1, and
Xa :“ rB ´ a` c, Bs for all a P C ´ c. By the claim, X does not depend on the choice of B. By (CC0) and
(CC1), we have
X´1a Xb “ pX
´1
a XcqpX
´1
c Xbq “ rFab, FbcsrFac, Fabs “ ´rFac, Fbcs
whenever a, b P X Ď Fabc, so that X P C. Thus C is the set of circuits of N . It remains to verify that C
satisfies (C0), (C1), (C2), but these are straightforward. 
The definition of right H-signatures C, right coordinates r.s, and of the constructions Cr.s and r.sC are
obtained by reversing the order of multiplication throughout.
3.3. The push-forward. Let f : H Ñ H 1 be a hyperfield homomorphism. Denote f˚X :“ pfpXeq : e P Eq
for any X P HE , and for a set C Ď HE denote
f˚C :“ tα
1 ¨ f˚X : α
1 P H 1, X P Cu.
From the definition of coordinates, it is immediate that rB,B1sf˚C “ fprB,B
1sCq for all adjacent bases B,B
1.
If M “ pE, Cq is a left H-matroid, the push-forward is f˚M :“ pE, f˚Cq. A straightforward verification
yields that then (C0), (C1), (C2), (C3) hold for f˚C, so that f˚M is a left H
1-matroid.
Clearly f˚M “ M for any hyperfield homomorphism f from H . In particular, if κ : H Ñ K then
M “ κ˚M , so that the underlying matroid can be considered as the ultimate push-forward.
3.4. Quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates. Let H be a skew hyperfield and let N be a matroid on E with bases B.
Then r.s : AN Ñ H are left quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates if
(P0) rFa, Fbs ¨ rFb, Fas “ 1 if Fa, Fb P B.
(P1) rFac, Fbcs ¨ rFab, Facs ¨ rFbc, Fabs “ ´1 if Fab, Fac, Fbc P B.
(P2) rFa, Fbs ¨ rFb, Fcs ¨ rFc, Fas “ 1 if Fa, Fb, Fc P B.
(P3) rFac, Fbcs “ rFad, Fbds if Fac, Fad, Fbc, Fbd P B, and Fab R B or Fcd R B.
(P4) 1 P rFbd, Fabs ¨ rFac, Fcds‘ rFad, Fabs ¨ rFbc, Fcds if Fac, Fad, Fbc, Fbd, Fab, Fcd P B.
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We will show that in the presence of an underlying matroid N , these axioms are cryptomorphic to the left
circuit axioms (C0)-(C3).
Theorem 1. Let N be a matroid on E, let H be a skew hyperfield, let r.s : AN Ñ H map, and let C Ď H
E.
The following are equivalent:
(1) M “ pE, Cq is a left H-matroid such that M “ N , and r.s “ r.sC.
(2) r.s are left quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates for N , and C “ Cr.s.
Proof. We show that (1) implies (2). Let M “ pE, Cq be a left H-matroid such that N “ M , and let
r.s “ r.sC . By Lemma 1, r.s are coordinates for N . We must show that the five axioms (P0)-(P4) hold. But
(P0) is (CC0), (P1) is (CC1), and (P3) partially follows from (CC2). We verify what remains.
(P2): Suppose that Fa, Fb, Fc are bases of N , then there are circuits X,Y, Z P C so that a, b P X Ď Fab,
and b, c P Y Ď Fbc, and a, c P Z Ď Fac which determine the quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates
rFa, Fbs “ ´X´1a Xb, rFb, Fcs :“ ´Y
´1
b Yc, rFc, Fas “ ´Z
´1
c Za.
The circuits X,Y are modular, and by (C1) we may assume without loss of generality that Xb “ ´Yb. By
(C3) there exists a circuit Z 1 P C with Z 1b “ 0 and Z
1 P X‘Y . Then Z 1 Ď Fac, so that Z 1 “ Z. By (C2), we
may assume that Z “ Z 1. Then Za “ Z
1
a P Xa‘Ya “ Xa‘0 “ tXau and Zc “ Z
1
c P Xc‘Yc “ 0‘Yc “ tYcu,
so that Za “ Xa and Zc “ Yc. It follows that
rFa, Fbs ¨ rFb, Fcs ¨ rFc, Fas “ ´pX´1a XbqpYb
´1YcqpZc
´1Zaq “ 1.
(P3): Assume that Fac, Fad, Fbc, Fbd are bases of N . The case that Fab R B is settled by (CC2), and
we assume Fcd R B. Then there are circuits X,Y P C, so that a, b P X Ď Fabc, and a, b P Y Ď Fabd, and we
may assume that Xa “ ´Ya by (C2). By (C3), there is a circuit Z P C so that Z Ď Fbcd, and Z P X ‘ Y .
As Fcd is dependent, we have Z Ď Fcd, so that 0 “ Zb P Xb ‘ Yb, i.e. Xb “ ´Yb. Then also
rFac, Fbcs “ ´X´1a Xb “ ´Y
´1
a Yb “ rFad, Fbds.
(P4): Assume that Fac, Fad, Fbc, Fbd, Fab, Fcd are all bases of N . Then there are circuits X,Y P C,
so that a, c, d P X Ď Facd, and b, c, d P Y Ď Fbcd. Then X,Y are modular, and by (C2) we may
assume that Xc “ ´Yc. By (C3), there is a circuit Z P C so that Zc “ 0 and Z P X ‘ Y . Thus
Za P Xa ‘ Ya “ Xa ‘ 0 “ tXau, Zb P Xb ‘ Yb “ 0 ‘ Yb “ tYbu, and Zd P Xd ‘ Yd. It follows that
Za “ Xa ‰ 0, Zb “ Yb ‰ 0, and thus a, b P Z Ď Fabd. Since Fab is a basis of M , we have Z Ę Fab, and
hence Zd ‰ 0. Then
Zd P Xd ‘ Yd “ ZaX
´1
a Xd ‘ ZbY
´1
b Yd
Multiplying on the left by Z´1d and using the left distributivity of the hyperring H , it follows that
1 “ Z´1d Zd P pZ
´1
d Zaq ¨ pX
´1
a Xdq‘ pZ
´1
d Zbq ¨ pY
´1
b Ydq “ rFbd, Fabs ¨ rFac, Fcds‘ rFad, Fabs ¨ rFbc, Fcds.
This completes the proof of (1)ñ(2).
We next show that (2) implies (1). Let r.s : AN Ñ H be left quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates for N , and suppose
that C “ Cr.s. By Lemma 1, C satisfies (C0), (C1), (C2). It remains to show (C3).
So let X,Y P Cr.s be modular, and consider a c P X X Y . Assume that Xc “ ´Yc. There exists a circuit
Z P Cr.s with Z Ď X Y Y ´ c, and we may assume that Za “ Xa for some a P XzY . It remains to show that
Z P X ‘ Y .
Pick b P Y zX. There is an F such that a, c P X Ď Fac, b, c P Y Ď Fbc, and a, b P Z Ď Fab. Then by (P2)
Z´1a Zb “ ´rFa, Fbs “ ´rFa, FcsrFc, Fbs “ pX
´1
a XcqpY
´1
c Ybq “ X
´1
a Yb,
so that Zb “ Yb P 0‘ Yb “ Xb ‘ Yb, as required.
Next, consider a d P X X Y , other than c. We may assume that Zd “ 1, again by rescaling as in (C1).
By rescaling X and Y accordingly, we may assume that Xa “ Za, Yb “ Zb, and Xc “ ´Yc. Then
Xd “ ´XarFac, Fads “ ´ZarFac, Fcds “ ZdrFbd, FabsrFac, Fads “ rFbd, FabsrFac, Fads
and
Yd “ ´YbrFbc, Fcds “ ´ZbrFbc, Fcds “ ZdrFad, FabsrFbc, Fcds “ rFad, FabsrFbc, Fcds.
Hence by (P4), Zd “ 1 P rFbd, FabsrFac, Fads‘ rFad, FabsrFbc, Fcds “ Xd ‘ Yd. 
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3.5. Duality. Let H be a skew hyperfield, and let E be a finite set. We say that X,Y P HE are orthogonal,
denoted X K Y , if
0 P ‘ePEXe ¨ Ye.
For sets C,D Ď HE , we write C Kk D if X K Y for all X P C and Y P D such that |X X Y | ď k.
Let N be a matroid on E and let H be a skew hyperfield. To any r.s : AN Ñ H we associate a dual map
r.s˚ : AN˚ Ñ H by setting
rB,B1s˚ :“ ´rEzB,EzB1s
for all pB,B1q P AN˚ . It is evident from this definition that r.s
˚˚ “ r.s.
Lemma 2. Let N be a matroid on E and let H be a skew hyperfield, let C be a left H-signature of N , and
let D Ď HE. The following are equivalent.
(1) D is a right H-signature of N˚, and C K2 D
(2) r.s :“ r.sC satisfies (P0), (P1), (P2), (P3), and D “ Cr.s˚
Proof. We show that (1) implies (2). If D is a right H-signature of N˚, and C K2 D, then r.sD “ r.s
˚
C
. By
Lemma 1, it follows that D “ Cr.s˚ . Being right H-coordinates, r.s
˚
C
satisfies (CC0), (CC1), (CC2), which in
terms of r.s :“ r.sC translates to
(CC0)˚ rFa, Fbs ¨ rFb, Fas “ 1 if Fa, Fb P B.
(CC1)˚ rFa, Fbs ¨ rFb, Fcs ¨ rFc, Fas “ 1 if Fa, Fb, Fc P B.
(CC2)˚ rFac, Fbcs “ rFad, Fbds if Fac, Fad, Fbc, Fbd P B, and Fcd R B.
Together with (CC0), (CC1), (CC2) for r.s, we have (P0), (P1), (P2), (P3) for r.s.
The proof that (2) implies (1) is a reversal of these steps. 
Lemma 3. Let N be a matroid on E and let H be a skew hyperfield, let C be a left H-signature of N , and
let D Ď HE. The following are equivalent.
(1) D is a right H-signature of N˚, and C K3 D.
(2) r.s :“ r.sC are left quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates, and D “ Cr.s˚ .
Proof. In view of Lemma 2, we need to argue that if C is a left H-signature of N and D is a right H-signature
of N˚ so that C K2 D, then
C K3 D if and only if (P4) holds for r.s :“ r.sC .
We first show sufficiency. So assume that C K3 D, and let Fac, Fad, Fbc, Fbd, Fab, Fcd be bases of N . Let
X P C be such that a, b, d P X Ď Fabd, and let Y P D be such that a, b, d P Y Ď EzFd. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that Xd “ 1 and Yd “ ´1. Using that X K Y ,
0 P Xa ¨ Ya ‘Xb ¨ Yb ‘Xd ¨ Yd “ rFbd, Fabs ¨ rFac, Fcds‘ rFad, Fabs ¨ rFbc, Fcds‘´1,
and it follows that 1 P rFbd, Fabs ¨ rFac, Fcds‘ rFad, Fabs ¨ rFbc, Fcds.
To see necessity, let X P C and Y P D be such that X X Y “ ta, b, du for distinct a, b, d P E. Since Y ´ ab
is independent in N˚, we have rpNzpY ´ abqq “ rpNq. Hence, there exist a basis Fab of N extending the
independent set X ´ d of N , such that F X Y “ H. By a dual argument, there exists a basis Gab of N˚zF
extending Y ´ d. Since |Fab| ` |Gab| “ rpNq ` rpN˚q “ |E| and |F XG| “ H, EzpFabYGabq contains an
element c besides d. Scaling, we may assume that Xd “ 1 and Yd “ ´1. Using (P4), we have
Xa ¨ Ya ‘Xb ¨ Yb ‘Xd ¨ Yd “ rFbd, Fabs ¨ rFac, Fcds‘ rFad, Fabs ¨ rFbc, Fcds‘´1 Q 0,
so that X K Y . 
We say that a left H-matroid M “ pE, Cq and a right H-matroid M 1 “ pE,Dq are dual if M “M 1
˚
and
C K3 D. By Lemma 3, each left or right H-matroid M has a dual, which we denote by M
˚. We highlight
the following direct consequence of Lemma 3, using Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Let N be a matroid on E and let H be a skew hyperfield. If C is a left H-signature of N and
D is a right H-signature of N˚ so that C K3 D, then M “ pE, Cq is a left H-matroid and M
˚ “ pE,Dq.
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3.6. Minors. Let N be a matroid on E, and let C be a left H-signature of N . For any disjoint sets S, T Ď E,
put
C{SzT :“ tX|EzpSYT q : X P C, X Ď EzT, and XzS a circuit of N{SzT u.
If M “ pE, Cq, the minor of M obtained by contracting S and deleting T is M{SzT :“ pEzpSYT q, C{SzT q.
By construction, this minor M{SzT is a left H-signature of N{SzT .
For left coordinates r.s : AN Ñ H with associated circuit signature C :“ Cr.s, we define r.s{SzT :“ r.sC{SzT
for any pair of disjoint sets S, T Ď E. In the special case that S is independent in N and T is independent
in N˚, we have
rFa, Fbs{SzT “ ´X´1a Xb “ rS Y Fa, S Y Fas
for any pair of adjacent bases Fa, Fb of the minor N{SzT of N , where X P C is any circuit so that
a, b P X Ď S Y Fab. Note that for any disjoint sets S, T Ď E, there exist disjoint sets S1, T 1 Ď E so that
N{SzT “ N{S1zT 1, with S1 independent in N and T 1 is independent in N˚.
Lemma 4. Let N be a matroid on E, let H be a skew hyperfield, and let r.s : AN Ñ H be H coordinates for
N . The following are equivalent.
(1) r.s are left quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates.
(2) r.s{SzT are left quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates for all disjoint S, T Ď E so that
(a) S is independent in N and T is independent in N˚; and
(b) N{SzT has rank ď 2 and corank ď 2.
Proof. That (1) implies (2) is straightforward. We prove that (2) implies (1). Assume (1). To see that (P0)
holds for r.s, let Fa, Fb be a bases. Then
rFa, Fbs ¨ rFb, Fas “ ra, bs{SzT ¨ rb, as{SzT “ 1
by (P0) for r.s{SzT , where S “ F and T “ EzFab. The minor N{SzT has ground set E1 “ EzpS Y T q “ ab
and a basis B1 “ FazS “ tau. Then the rank of N{SzT is |B1| “ 1 and the corank of N is |E1| ´ |B1| “ 1.
An analogous argument applies to each of the other axioms: contract S “ F and delete T “ EzFabc (for
(P1), (P2)) or T “ EzFabcd (for (P3), (P4)). In each case, the minor N{SzT has both rank ď 2 and corank
ď 2. 
Using Theorem 1 to translate back to circuit signatures, we obtain:
Theorem 3. Let N be a matroid on E, let H be a skew hyperfield, and let C be a left H-signature of N .
Then M “ pE, Cq is a left H-matroid if and only if M{SzT is a left H-matroid, for all S, T Ď E so that
N{SzT has both rank and corank ď 2.
This theorem is known for valuated matroids, deriving from more general statements about matroids over
perfect fuzzy rings due to Dress and Wenzel [DW92a, Section 3].
3.7. The weak order. Let M “ pE, Cq,M 1 “ pE, Cq be left H-matroids. We say that M 1 is a weak image
of M , notation M 1 ĺ M , if for all X P C there exists an X 1 P C1 so that Xe “ X
1
e for all e P X
1. It follows
that if M 1 ĺM , then f˚M
1 ĺ f˚M for any hyperfield homomorphism from H , and in particular that M
1 is
a weak image of M in the usual sense for matroids.
If M 1 ĺ M and rpM 1q “ rpMq, then each basis of M 1 is necessarily a basis of M . In this case, we have
M 1 ĺM if and only if rB,B1sM 1 “ rB,B
1sM for all adjacent bases B,B
1 of M 1, i.e. if r.sM 1 is the restriction
of r.sM to AM 1 .
Lemma 5. Let M be a left H-matroid and let N be a matroid, so that N is a rank-preserving weak image
of M . Let r.s : AN Ñ H be the restriction of r.sM to AN . Then r.s are quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates for N if
and only if r.s satisfies (P3).
Proof. As M is a left H-matroid, (P0), (P1), (P2), and (P4) hold for r.sM . The premise of each of these
axioms is purely that certain bases exist. Since each basis of N is necessarily a basis of M , the same axioms
will hold true for the restriction r.s of r.sM . Hence if (P3) also holds for r.s, then r.s are quasi-Plu¨cker
coordinates. 
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3.8. Rescaling. If N is a matroid on E, C is a left H-signature of N , and ρ : E Ñ H‹, then rescaling C by
ρ yields
Cρ :“ tpXeρe : e P Eq : X P Cu.
If D is a right H-signature of N˚, and ρ : E Ñ H‹, then rescaling D by ρ yields
Dρ :“ tpρeYe : e P Eq : Y P Du.
Lemma 6. Let N be a matroid on E, let C be a left H-signature of N and let D is a right H-signature of
N˚. Then for any ρ : E Ñ H‹ we have C Kk D if and only if C
ρ´1 Kk D
ρ, where ρ´1 : e ÞÑ ρ´1e .
For a left or right H-matroid M on E with circuits C and cocircuits D, rescaling M by ρ : E Ñ H‹
yields a matroid Mρ with circuits Cρ
´1
and cocircuits Dρ. This rescaling convention (as opposed to scaling
C by ρ and D by ρ´1) is consistent with the effect of scaling vectors ve from a left vector space V : we have
Mpρeve : e P Eq “Mpve : e P Eq
ρ. If M is a left H-matroid, then for the coordinates of Mρ we obtain
rFa, FbsMρ “ ´pXaρ
´1
a q
´1pXbρ
´1
b q “ ´ρaX
´1
a Xbρ
´1
b “ ρarFa, FbsMρ
´1
b
for any X P C so that a, b P X Ď Fab. For a right H-matroid M , we have a reversed order of multiplication:
rFa, FbsMρ “ ρ
´1
b rFa, FbsMρa.
We say that C and C1 are rescaling equivalent if Cρ “ C1 for some ρ : E ÞÑ H‹, and write C „ C1 . We
investigate the rescaling classes of U2,4. For any x, y P H
‹, let UHpx, yq denote the unique H-signature of
U2,4 containing
p0, 1, 1, 1q, p1, 0,´1,´xq, p1, 1, 0, yq, p1, x,´y, 0q.
Lemma 7. Let H be a skew hyperfield, and let M “ pE, Cq be a left H-matroid so that M “ U2,4. Then
there are x, y P H‹ with 1 P x‘ y so that C „ UHpx, yq. Moreover,
tpx1, y1q : C „ UHpx
1, y1qu “ tβpx, yqβ´1 : β P H‹u.
Proof. Write E “ ta, b, c, du, and pick W,X, Y, Z P C such that W “ bcd,X “ acd, Y “ abd, Z “ abc. Using
(C2), we may assume that Xa “ Ya “ Za “ 1, and Wb “ Yb. Define ρ P E Ñ H
‹ by
ρa “ 1, ρb “W
´1
b , ρc “W
´1
c , ρd “W
´1
d .
Replacing C with Cρ „ C, we have W “ p0, 1, 1, 1q, X “ p1, 0, s,´xq, Y “ p1, 1, 0, yq, Z “ p1, x1,´y1, 0q for
some s, x, y, x1, y1 P H‹. Note that each pair of these circuits is modular in C. Applying (C3), we have
(1) X P p´W q‘ Y , so that s “ Xc P p´Wcq‘ Yc “ t´1u, so s “ ´1;
(2) Z P xW ‘X , so that x1 “ Zb P xWb ‘Xb “ x‘ 0, so x
1 “ x;
(3) Z P p´yW q‘ Y , so that ´y1 “ Zc P p´yWcq‘ Yc “ ´y ‘ 0, so y
1 “ y; and
(4) W P p´Xq‘ Y , so that 1 “Wd P p´Xdq‘ Yd “ x‘ y.
Then C “ UHpx, yq and 1 P x ‘ y, as required. Finally, if UHpx
1, y1q „ UHpx, yq, then we must have
UHpx
1, y1q “ UHpx, yq
ρ with ρ “ β1E for some β. It then follows that px
1, y1q “ pβxβ´1, βyβ´1q. 
Thus the conjugacy class of the pair px, yq as in the lemma is a scaling invariant of any H-orientation of
U2,4, and more generally, gives an invariant for each U2,4-minor of each left H-matroid M .
3.9. Cross ratios. Let M be a left H-matroid on E. The cross ratio is defined as
crM pF, a, b, c, dq :“ rFac, FadsM rFbd, FbcsM .
Formally crM : CRM Ñ H , where CRN :“ tpF, a, b, c, dq : Fac, Fad, Fbd, Fbc are bases of Nu. The follow-
ing properties follow by substituting the definition of cross ratio and applying the quasi-Plu¨cker axioms.
(CR0) crpF, a, b, c, dqcrpF, b, a, c, dq “ 1.
(CR1) crpF, a, b, d, eqcrpF, b, c, d, eqcrpF, c, a, d, eq “ 1.
(CR2) crpFa, b, c, d, eqcrpFc, a, b, d, eqcrpFb, c, a, d, eq “ 1.
(CR3) crpF, a, b, c, dq “ 1 if Fab or Fcd is not a basis of M .
(CR4) 1 P crpF, b, c, d, aq ‘ crpF, a, c, d, bq.
(CRP) rFad, FcdscrpF, a, b, c, dq “ crpF, c, b, a, dqrFbd, Fcds.
In the context of quasi-determinants, the cross ratio was similarly defined by Gelfand, Gelfand, Retakh, and
Wilson, who also note such properties [GGRW05, Ret14].
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3.10. Matroids over commutative hyperfields. If N is a matroid on E of rank r and H is a hyperfield,
then a Grassmann-Plu¨cker function for N is a function φ : Er Ñ H such that
(GP0) φpBq ‰ 0 if and only if B is a basis of N .
(GP1) φpBτ q “ signpτqφpBq for all B P Er and permutations τ of rrs.
(GP2) 0 P φpFabqφpFcdq ‘ φpFacqφpFdbq ‘ φpFadqφpFbcq for all F P Er´2 and a, b, c, d P E.
In the above axioms and in the remainder of this section, we use the following notation. If F P Ek, we denote
the underlying set as F :“ tF1, . . . , Fku, F
τ :“ pFτp1q, . . . , Fτpkqq for any permutation τ of rks :“ t1, . . . , ku,
and for any a P E we put Fa :“ pF1, . . . , Fk, aq P E
k`1 .
Grassmann-Plu¨cker functions are closely related to quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates. The proof of the following
lemma amounts to a straightforward verification, which we omit.
Lemma 8. Let N be a matroid and let H be a commutative hyperfield. Suppose φ : Er Ñ H is a Grassmann-
Plu¨cker function for N . There is a unique function r.s : AN Ñ H such that
rFa, Fbs “ φpFaq{φpFbq
for all F P Er´1 and a, b P E so that Fa, Fb are bases of N . Such r.s are quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates for N .
The Tutte group of a matroid N with bases B was defined by Dress and Wenzel in [DW89] as the abelian
group TN with a generator ǫ subject to the relation ǫ
2 “ 1, and a generator vB,B1w for each pB,B1q P AN
satisfying further relations
(T0) vFa, FbwvFb, Faw “ 1 if Fa, Fb P B.
(T1) vFac, FbcwvFab, FacwvFbc, Fabw “ ǫ if Fab, Fac, Fbc P B.
(T2) vFa, FbwvFb, FcwvFc, Faw “ 1 if Fa, Fb, Fc P B.
(T3) vFac, Fbcw “ vFad, Fbdw if Fac, Fad, Fbc, Fbd P B, and Fab R B or Fcd R B.
A comparison with the quasi-Plu¨cker axioms (P0) — (P3) immediately gives the following.
Lemma 9. Let N be a matroid, let H be a commutative hyperfield, and let r.s : AN Ñ H be a function
satisfying (P0), (P1), (P2), and (P3). There is a group homomorphism h : TN Ñ H
‹ so that h : ǫ ÞÑ ´1
and h : vB,B1w ÞÑ rB,B1s for all pB,B1q P AN .
In [DW89], Dress and Wenzel define several further abelian groups from a matroid N , and show that
each group is (essentially) isomorphic to TN . There seems to be a close relation between each presentation
of the Tutte group and different axiomatizations of matroids over commutative hyperfields H , which could
be characterized as multiplicative group homomorphisms from the Tutte group to H‹ satisfying a further
additive duality constraint. With this in mind, we will use one of their isomorphisms here to argue the
converse of Lemma 8.
Let TBN be the abelian group with a generator ǫ so that ǫ
2 “ 1, and generator vBw for each B P Er such
that B is a basis of N , satisfying the relations
(TB1) vBτ w “ ǫvBw whenever signpτq “ ´1
(TB2) vFacwvFbcw´1 “ vFadwvFbdw´1 if Fac, Fad, Fbc, Fbd P B, and Fab R B or Fcd R B.
The following is a direct consequence of [DW89, Theorem 1.1].
Lemma 10. Let N be a matroid on E of rank r. There is a group homomorphism t : TBN Ñ TN so that
tpvFawvFbw´1q “ vFa, Fbw
for all F P Er´1 and a, b P E so that Fa, Fb are both bases of N , and tpǫq “ ǫ.
Theorem 4 (Baker and Bowler [BB17]). Let H be a commutative hyperfield and let M be an H-matroid
on E. Then there exists a Grassmann-Plu¨cker function φ for M , so that φpFaq{φpFbq “ rFa, FbsM for all
F P Er´1 and a, b P E so that Fa, Fb are both bases of N .
Proof. Let h and t be group homomorphisms as in Lemma 9 and 10, repectively. Let φ : Er Ñ H be defined
by setting φpBq “ 0 if B is not a basis of N and φpBq “ hpfpvBwqq otherwise. Then φ satisfies (GP0)
and (GP1) by construction, and φpFaq{φpFbq “ rFa, FbsM for all F P E
r´1 such that pFa, Fbq P AM . It
remains to show that φ satisfies (GP2).
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So let F P Er´2 and a, b, c, d P E. If each of φpFabqφpFcdq, φpFacqφpFdbq, φpFadqφpFbcq is nonzero, then
by (P4) we have
1 P rFbd, FabsM rFac, FcdsM ‘ rFad, FabsM rFbc, FcdsM “
φpFbdq
φpFabq
φpFacq
φpFcdq
‘
φpFadq
φpFabq
φpFbcq
φpFcdq
Multiplying by φpFabqφpFcdq throughout, we obtain
φpFabqφpFcdq P ´φpFacqφpFdbq ‘ ´φpFadqφpFbcq
which implies 0 P φpFabqφpFcdq ‘ φpFacqφpFdbq ‘ φpFadqφpFbcq, as required. If one of the three terms
is zero, we may assume by symmetry of b, c, d that φpFabqφpFcdq “ 0, so that Fab or Fcd is not a basis of
M . If one of φpFacqφpFdbq, φpFadqφpFbcq is nonzero, then so is the other, and then by (P3) we have
φpFacq
φpFbcq
“ rFac, FbcsM “ rFad, FbdsM “
φpFadq
φpFbdq
which implies 0 P φpFabqφpFcdq ‘ φpFacqφpFdbq ‘ φpFadqφpFbcq upon cross multiplying. 
Over skew hyperfields, there seems to be no proper analogue of Grassmann-Plu¨cker functions. However,
with each skew hyperfield H we may associate a commutative hyperfield Hab, which arises by dividing out
the commutator subgroup of H‹, and there is a canonical homomorphism δ : H Ñ Hab. If M is a left-
or right H-matroid, then it may not be possible to define a Grassmann-Plu¨cker function for M , but the
push-forward δ˚M is a matroid over a commutative hyperfield, which does admit a Grassmann-Plu¨cker
function.
3.11. Quasi-determinants of matrices and matroids over skew fields. For an invertible square I ˆJ
matrix A with entries in a skew fieldK, Gelfand, Gelfand, Retakh, and Wilson defined the quasi-determinant
|A|ij :“ b
´1
ji , where bji is the ji-th entry of the J ˆ I matrix inverse B of A [GGRW05, Definition 1.2.2].
There is a direct relation beween these quasi-determinants and quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates of a rightK-matroid
arising from A.
For an rˆE matrix V over K, we denote MpV q :“Mpve : e P Eq, where ve is the e-th column of V . We
will consider the vectors ve as coming from a right vector space over K, so that MpV q is defined as a right
K-matroid. For any F Ď E, let V rF s denote the restriction of V to the columns indexed by F .
Lemma 11. Let A be an invertible I ˆ J matrix over K, and let V :“ rI|As be the I ˆ pI Y Jq matrix so
that V rIs is the identity matrix and V rJs “ A. Then rJ, J ´ j ` isMpV q “ |A|ij .
Proof. Let B be the matrix inverse of A. Then MpBV q “ MpV q, and we have BV “ BrI|As “ rB|Is. For
the circuit X of MpBV q “MpV q with i, j P X Ď Ji, and Xi “ 1, we have Xj “ ´bji, since
bjiXi `Xj “ pBV qjiXi ` pBV qjjXj “
ÿ
e
pBV qjeXe “ 0.
Then rJ, J ´ j ` isMpV q “ ´XiX
´1
j “ b
´1
ji “ |A|ij , as required. 
For a general SˆT matrix A with entries in K, the left quasi-Plu¨cker coordinate is defined in [GGRW05]
as qIijpAq :“ |ArIis|
´1
si | ¨ArIjs|sj , after showing that this expression does not depend on the choice of s P S.
In terms of the matrix V :“ rI|As and the right K-matroid M “MpV q, we have
qIijpAq :“ |ArIis|
´1
si ¨ |ArIjs|sj “ rIi, Iss
´1
M ¨ rIj, IssM “ rIj, IisM ,
using Lemma 11 and the multiplicative relation (P2) for right coordinates.
Among the results in [GGRW05, Section 4.4], there are statements about the quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates of a
matrix A corresponding to each of the axioms (P0)—(P4) we have used to define quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates
for matroids. In [LR17], Laugwitz and Retakh consider an algebra Qn with abstract generators q
I
ij and
defining relations similar to our axioms.
The Dieudonne determinant [Die43] of an invertible I ˆ J matrix A over K equals φpJq{φM pIq, where
φ is any Grassmann-Plucker function for the matroid M :“ δ˚MprI|Asq and δ : K Ñ K
ab is the canonical
hyperfield homomorphism to the abelianization of K.
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4. A skew hyperfield
4.1. The skew hyperfield of monomials. Let H be any hyperring, and let σ : H Ñ H be an automor-
phism. We define a new hyperring
HpT, σ,minq “ ptT8u Y taT i : a P H‹, i P Zu, 1, 0, ¨,‘q,
as follows. As the notation suggests, we identify a P H with aT 0 and write T i for 1T i. We put 1 :“ T 0 and
0 :“ T8. Multiplication follows the rules 0 ¨ aT i “ aT i ¨ 0 “ 0 and
aT i ¨ bT j :“ aσipbqT i`j
for all a, b P H‹ and i, j P Z. In particular, a ¨ T j “ aT j. The hypersum is given by 0‘ x “ x‘ 0 “ txu and
aT i ‘ bT j :“
$’’&’’%
taT iu if i ă j
tbT ju if i ą j
pa` bq ¨ T i if i “ j and a ‰ ´b
pa` bq ¨ T i YH‹ ¨ tT k : k P Z, k ą iu if i “ j and a “ ´b
for a, b P H‹ and i, j P Z, where ` is the hyperaddition of H . Note that in the last line of this definition, we
have 0 “ 0 ¨ T i P pa` bq ¨ T i as a “ ´b.
There is a variant HpT, σ,maxq which arises by reversing ă and ą in the above definition. In the present
paper, we will hardly use this variant, and we will not substitute the symbol T . For brevity, we write
Hσ :“ HpT, σ,minq in what follows.
Lemma 12. Let H be a hyperring, and let σ be an automorphism of H. Then Hσ is a hyperring. Moreover,
if H is a skew hyperfield, then Hσ is a skew hyperfield.
Proof. We must first verify that ‘ is commutative and associative. Commutativity is clear from the sym-
metry in the definition. To see associativity, consider aT i, bT j, cT k. If i ă j, then
paT i ‘ bT jq‘ cT k “ aT i ‘ cT k “ aT i ‘ pbT j ‘ cT kq
If i ą j then
paT i ‘ bT jq‘ cT k “ bT j ‘ cT k “ aT i ‘ pbT j ‘ cT kq
So i “ j, and by symmetry j “ m. Then
paT i ‘ bT iq‘ cT i “ pa` bqT i ‘ cT i “ aT i ‘ pc` bqT i “ aT i ‘ pbT i ‘ cT iq.
Next, we show that pHσ, T8,‘q satisfies the hypergroup axioms (H0), (H1).
(H0): aT i ‘ T8 “ aT i by definition.
(H1): For aT i P Hσ, we have T8 P aT i‘ bT j if and only if i “ j and a “ ´b. Thus ´pa ¨ T iq “ p´aq ¨T i.
(H2): Suppose aT i P bT j ‘ cT k. We must show cT k P aT i ‘ ´bT j. If j ă k, then aT i “ bT j and hence
cT k P aT i‘´bT j, and similar if j ą k. If i ą j “ k, then b “ ´c and hence cT k P aT i‘´bT j. So i “ j “ k
and a P b` c, so that c P a` p´bq and hence cT k P aT i ‘´bT j.
It is evident that pHσztT8u, T 0, ¨q is a multiplicative monoid. We have aT i ¨ T8 “ T8, so the zero T8
is absorbing. Distributivity is straightforward.
Finally, if H is a skew hyperfield, then 1 P Hσ is distinct from 0 P Hσ, and each aT i has multiplicative
inverse σ´ipaqT´i, so that pHσztT8u, T 0, ¨q is a multiplicative group. Then Hσ is a skew hyperfield. 
For any hyperring H , there is a hyperring homomorphism ζ : Hσ Ñ Zmin given by ζ : aT
i ÞÑ i and
0 ÞÑ 8, and there is a group homomorphism τ : pZ,`q Ñ pHσq‹ given by τ : i ÞÑ T i.
If we have 1 P 1` 1 in H , then
τpminti, juq “ Tminti,ju P T i ‘ T j “ mintτpiq, τpjqu
even if i “ j. For such H , we may extend τ to a hyperring homomorphism Zmin Ñ H
σ, by setting τ : 8 ÞÑ 0.
If H “ K and σ is the identity, then ζ is an isomorphism with inverse τ . In this sense, Zmin – K
id is a
special case of the above construction.
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4.2. Ore extensions of fields. The definition of the above skew hyperfield of monomials was inspired by
a construction of skew fields due to Ore [Ore33].
Let K be a skew field, and let σ : K Ñ K be an automorphism. The Ore extension KrT, σs is the ring of
formal polynomials
řn
i“0 aiT
i in which T commutes with elements a P K according to the rule Ta “ σpaqT .
The ring R “ KrT, σs satisfies left and right Ore conditions: for each s, t P R, we have sRX tR ‰ H and
RsXRt ‰ H, which allows to define the left field of fractions
KpT, σq :“ ta´1b : a, b P KrT, σsu.
There is a hyperring homomorphism ν : KrT, σs Ñ Z8 determined by
ν
˜
nÿ
i“0
aiT
i
¸
“ minti : ai ‰ 0u
and νp0q :“ 8. This ν extends to ν : KpT, σq Ñ Zmin by setting νpa
´1bq :“ ´νpaq ` νpbq.
If K is a skew field, then there is a hyperring homomorphism µ : KrT, σs Ñ KpT, σ,minq determined by
µ
˜
nÿ
i“0
aiT
i
¸
“ amT
m,where m “ minti : ai ‰ 0u
This hyperring homomorphism extends to µ : KpT, σq Ñ KpT, σ,minq by setting µpa´1bq “ µpaq´1µpbq.
Lemma 13. µ and ζ are hyperfield homomorphisms, and ν “ ζ ˝ µ.
There is a similar homomorphism KpT, σq Ñ KpT, σ,maxq which picks up the leading term.
4.3. The boundary matroid of an Hσ-matroid. Consider a Zmin-matroid M on E with Grassmann-
Plu¨cker function φ : Er Ñ Zmin. As the hyperaddition of Zmin is idempotent, we have x “ ´x in Zmin and
hence the otherwise alternating Grassmann-Plu¨cker function becomes oblivious to the ordering of its argu-
ment: φpb1, . . . , brq “ φpb
1
1, . . . , b
1
rq whenever tb1, . . . , bru “ tb
1
1, . . . , b
1
ru. Let ν :
`
E
r
˘
Ñ Zmin be determined
by
νpBq :“ φpb1, . . . , brq
whenever B “ tb1, . . . , bru. Then ν is a matroid valuation, and it was shown by Dress and Wenzel [DW92b]
that
B0 :“
"
B P
ˆ
E
r
˙
: νpBq “ min
"
νpB1q : B1 P
ˆ
E
r
˙**
is a nonempty set satisfying the base exchange axiom. We will call the matroid M0 with ground set E and
set of bases B0, the boundary matroid of M .
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We will define boundary matroids more generally for Hσ- matroids. Consider the natural hyperfield
homomorphism ζ : Hσ Ñ Zmin given by ζ : aT
i ÞÑ i.
Lemma 14. Let H be a skew hyperfield and let M be a left Hσ-matroid, and let N :“ pζ˚Mq0. Let r.s0 be
the restriction of r.sM to AN . Then r.s0 are quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates for N , taking values in H.
Proof. Recall that by definition of the boundary matroid of a Zmin-matroid, the matroid N has bases
B0 :“
 
B P B : νpBq “ mintνpB1q : B1 P Bu
(
,
where B is the set of bases of ζ˚M and νpBq ´ νpB
1q “ ζrB,B1s for any pB,B1q P AM . Assuming without
loss of generality that mintνpB1q : B1 P Bu “ 0, we have B0 :“ tB P B : νpBq “ 0u, and νpBq ą 0 if
B P BzB0. In particular rB,B
1s0 “ rB,B
1sM P H for all pB,B
1q P AN , since for such pB,B
1q we have
ζprB,B1sM q “ νpBq ´ νpB
1q “ 0.
To prove that r.s0 are quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates for N , we need only show that r.s0 satisfies (P3) by
Lemma 5. Consider F, a, b, c, d so that Fac, Fad, Fbc, Fbd P B0, and Fab R B0. If Fab is not a base of M ,
then
rFac, Fbcs0 “ rFac, FbcsM “ rFad, FbdsM “ rFad, Fbds0,
and likewise if Fcd is not a basis of M . If on the other hand both Fab, Fcd P B, then
1 P rFac, FadsM ¨ rFbd, FbcsM ‘ rFcd, FadsM ¨ rFab, FbcsM
2Dress and Wenzel speak of a residue class geometry in [DW92b].
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by the fact that the quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates ofM satisfy (P4). As Fac, Fad, Fbc, Fbd P B0, and Fab, Fcd R
B0, we have
ζprFac, FadsM ¨ rFbd, FbcsMq “ νpFacq ´ νpFadq ` νpFbdq ´ νpFbcq “ 0
and
ζprFcd, FadsM ¨ rFab, FbcsMq “ νpFcdq ´ νpFadq ` νpFabq ´ νpFbcq ą 0.
Then 1 P rFac, FadsM ¨ rFbd, FbcsM ‘ rFcd, FadsM ¨ rFab, FbcsM “ trFac, FadsM ¨ rFbd, FbcsMu, and hence
rFac, Fads0 ¨ rFbd, Fbcs0 “ rFac, FadsM ¨ rFbd, FbcsM “ 1. 
If M is a left Hσ-matroid, then by Lemma 14 there exists a matroid M0 such that M0 “ pζ˚Mq0 and
M0 is a weak image of M . Clearly, there can be at most one such matroid. We will call M0 the boundary
matroid of M . By the Lemma, M0 is a left H-matroid.
5. Matroids over hyperfields from algebraic matroids
5.1. Preliminaries on field extensions, algebraic matroids. Let K be a field, and E be a finite set.
We write KrXEs :“ KrXe : e P Es for the polynomial ring over K with a variable Xe for each element of E,
and KpXEq for its field of fractions. For a polynomial q P KrXEs, let q denote the smallest set F so that
q P KrXF s, i.e. q is the set of indices of variables which are mentioned in q.
Lemma 15. Let I Ď KrXEs be an ideal, and let q, r P I be irreducible over K. If q ‰ r and e P q X r, then
there exists a nonzero polynomial s P I such that e R s Ď q Y r.
If L is an extension field of K, and xe P L for e P E, then xF is algebraically dependent over K if there is
a nonzero polynomial q P KrXF s so that qpxq “ 0 (when variables and values are both indexed by E, then
qpxq arises by substituting Xe with xe for all e P E).
Theorem 5. Let L{K be a field extension, let E be a finite set and let xe P L for each e P E. Let C be the
set of inclusionwise minimal elements of
A :“ tF Ď E : xF is algebraically dependent over KuztHu.
Then pE, Cq is a matroid.
Proof. (MC0) and (MC1) hold for C as C is the set of inclusionwise minimal elements of an A Ď 2EztHu.
We prove (MC2). Suppose C,C 1 P C are distinct. Then there are polynomials q, r P KrXEs so that C “ q
and C 1 “ r. If q is reducible, some factor q1 of q will have H ‰ q1 Ď q, and then q1 “ q by minimality of
C “ q in A. Replacing q, r by such a factor if necessary, we may assume q, r are irreducible over K. Consider
the homomorphism h : KrXEs Ñ L which maps h : Xe ÞÑ xe, and let I :“ kerphq. Then q, r P I, and by
Lemma 15, there exists a polynomial s P I so that
e R s Ď q Y r “ C Y C 1.
Then A :“ s P A, so that there is some C2 P C with C2 Ď A Ď C Y C 1zteu, as required. 
We denote the matroid of the elements x P LE in the field extension L{K by MpK,xq.
Lemma 16. Let L{K be a field extension, let x P LE, and let h : KrXEs Ñ L be the homomorphism which
maps h : Xe ÞÑ xe. If C is a circuit of MpK,xq and q P KrXCs, then KrXCs X kerphq “ qKrXCs if and
only if q irreducible. Moreover, if qKrXCs “ q
1KrXCs then q “ αq
1 for some α P K‹.
We say that a polynomial q as in the lemma decorates the circuit C of MpK,xq.
5.2. The space of derivations. Let R be any ring. A derivation of R is a map D : RÑ R such that
(D0) Dp1q “ 0
(D1) Dpx` yq “ Dpxq `Dpyq
(D2) Dpxyq “ Dpxqy ` xDpyq
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If S Ď R, then we say that a derivation D is an S-derivation if Dpsq “ 0 for all s P S.
Consider a field extension L{K and x P LE , and let D be a K-derivation. For any polynomial q P KrXEs
so that qpxq “ 0, we have Dpqpxqq “ Dp0q “ 0. Applying (D0), (D1), (D2) to expand Dpqpxqq we obtainř
ePE
Bq
Bxe
Dpxeq “ 0. Here
Bq
Bxe
denotes the formal derivative BqBXe as evaluated in XE “ x. It follows that
(1) dpqq :“
ˆ
Bq
Bxe
: e P E
˙
K pDpxeq : e P Eq “: Dpxq.
The following stronger statement is Theorem 5.1 of [Lan02]. In the statement of this theorem, qD denotes
the result of applying D to each coefficient of q P KrXEs.
Theorem 6. Let L{K be a field extension, let x P LE. Let h : KrXEs Ñ L be the homomorphism such that
hpXeq “ xe, and let q1, . . . , qt be a set of generators for kerphq. Suppose D is a derivation of K. If u P L
E
is such that for i “ 1, . . . , t
0 “ qDi pxq `
ÿ
e
Bqi
Bxe
ue,
then there is one and only one derivation D˚ of KpxEq coinciding with D on K, and such that D
˚pxeq “ ue
for every e P E.
This theorem may be used to characterize DerpK,xq :“ tDpxq : D a K-derivation of KpxEqu.
Corollary 1. Let L{K be a field extension, let x P LE. Then
DerpK,xq “ tdpqq : q decorates a circuit of MpK,xquK.
Proof. The polynomials decorating the circuits of MpK,xq generate the kernel of h as in the theorem.
Apply the theorem to the trivial K-derivation D. Since D is trivial, we have qDpxq “ 0 for any decorating
polynomial q. We obtain that D˚ is a K-derivation of KpxEq if and only if D
˚pxq K dpqq for each polynomial
q decorating a circuit of MpK,xq. 
If q P KrXEs, then clearly dpqq Ď q, but equality need not hold if K has positive characteristic p. We
then have e P qzdpqq if and only if q can be written as a polynomial in Xpe . The polynomial q is separable in
Xe exactly if e P dpqq.
If k is any subfield of L and y P L, then y is separable over k if there is a polynomial q P krY s which is
separable in Y so that qpyq “ 0. The separable closure of k in L is
ksep :“ ty P L : y separable over ku.
As a consequence of Theorem 6, any derivation of k will extend uniquely to ksep.
Corollary 2. Let L{K be a field extension, let x P LE. Then dimDerpK,xq equals the rank of MpK,xq.
Proof. B is a basis of MpK,xq if and only KpxEq is algebraic over KpxBq. Pick a basis B so that the index
rKpxEq : KpxBq
seps is as small as possible. Then for each e P EzB, the circuit C Ď B ` e is decorated by
a polynomial q which is separable in Xe. If not, q (being irreducible) is separable in some f P C ´ e Ď B.
Taking B1 :“ B` e´ f , we then have KpxBq
sep Ď KpxB1q
sep, and the inclusion is strict since xe R KpxBq
sep
and xe P KpxB1q
sep. Then rKpxEq : KpxB1q
seps ă rKpxEq : KpxBq
seps, contradicting the choice of B.
Consider values ue P KpxEq satisfying the condition of Theorem 6. Observe that upon fixing uf for each
f P B, the values of ue for e P EzB are determined by the relation 0 “
ř
e
Bq
Bxe
ue, where q is the polynomial
decorating C Ď B ` e, since BqBxe ‰ 0. Hence dimDerpK,xq ď |B|. On the other hand the derivations
pDe :“ B{BxeqePB are independent, since Depxf q ‰ 0 if and only if e “ f , for all e, f P B. It follows that
dimDerpK,xq ě |B| as well, and hence dimDerpK,xq “ |B| “ rpMpK,xqq. 
5.3. The matroid of σ-derivatives. Let K Ď L be a field extension in positive characteristic p, let E be
a finite set, let x P LE , and put N :“MpK,xq. We will assume that L is algebraically closed, and we write
σ : L Ñ L for the Frobenius automorphism σ : x ÞÑ xp. In what follows, we will create a left Lσ-signature
for N and a right Lσ-signature for N˚, aiming to showing orthogonality of these signatures. For brevity, we
will not repeat our choice E,K,L, σ in the lemmas of this section.
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For a vector u P NE , write xu “
ś
ePE x
ue
e . Let q “
ř
u qux
u P KrXEs, and put
me :“ maxtm P N : p
m divides ue for all u such that qu ‰ 0u.
Then let q P KrZEs be the polynomial such that q “ q
`
Xp
me
e : e P E
˘
. The σ-derivative dσpqq : E Ñ Lσ is
defined as
dσpqq : e ÞÑ
Bq
Bze
Tme
where ze :“ x
pme
e for each e P E. Note that d
σpqq “ q “ q, since by construction q is separable in each
variable Ze. Let
Cx :“ tα ¨ d
σpqq : q decorates a circuit C of N, α P pLσq‹u.
Lemma 17. Let x P LE. Then Cx is a left L
σ-signature of N .
Proof. We verify (C0), (C1), (C2) for Cx. Clearly, (C0) and (C1) are true by construction. To see (C2),
suppose U, V P Cx are such that U Ď V . By definition of Cx, we have U “ α ¨d
σpqq and V “ α1 ¨dσpq1q where
q decorates C and q1 decorates C 1, so that U “ C, V “ C 1 both are circuits of MpK,xq, and hence U “ V .
It follows that q and q1 both decorate the same circuit C of MpK,xq. By Lemma 16, there is a β P K‹ so
that q1 “ β ¨ q. Then
V “ α1 ¨ dσpq1q “ α1 ¨ β ¨ dσpqq “ α1 ¨ β ¨ α´1 ¨ U,
as required. 
On the dual side, for any K-derivation D of KpxEq
sep we define Dσpxq : E Ñ Lσ by setting
Dσpxq : e ÞÑ TmeD
´
xp
´me
e
¯
,
where me “ maxtm P N : x
p´me
e P KpxEq
sepu. If C is a cocircuit of N , H “ EzC is the complementary
hyperplane, and D is a nonzero KpxHq-derivation D of KpxEq
sep, then Dpzq ‰ 0 for all z P KpxEq such
that zp
´1
R KpxEq. Hence D
σpxq “ H . We define
Dx :“ tD
σpxq ¨ β : D a KpxHq-derivation of KpxEq
sep, D ‰ 0, H hyperplane of N, β P pLσq‹u
Lemma 18. Let x P LE. Then Dx is a right L
σ-signature of N˚.
Proof. We verify (C0), (C1), (C2) for Dx, noting that for a right signature we must reverse the order of
multiplication in these axioms. As before, (C0) and (C1) are true by construction. We verify (C2). Let
U, V P Dx have U Ď V . Since both supports are cocircuits of N , we have U “ C “ V for some cocircuit C
of N , and with H “ EzC there are nonzero KpxHq-derivations D,D
1 of KpxEq
sep and β, β1 P Lσ so that
U “ Dσpxq ¨ β and V “ pD1qσpxq ¨ β1. Since the set of KpxHq-derivations of KpxEq
sep is a vector space of
dimension 1, there is an α P KpxEq
sep so that D1 “ D ¨ α. Then
V “ pD1qσpxq ¨ β1 “ Dσpxq ¨ α ¨ β1 “ U ¨ β´1 ¨ α ¨ β1,
as required. 
Lemma 19. Let x, y P LE and n P ZE be such that ye “ x
pne for all e P E, and let ρ : E Ñ Lσ be given by
ρ : e ÞÑ T ne. Then Cx “ C
ρ
y and Dy “ D
ρ
x.
Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma for n “ 1e0 , where e0 P E is some fixed element. So then ye “ x
p
e if
e “ e0 and ye “ xe otherwise. Denote N :“MpK,xq “MpK, yq.
Consider a circuit C of N , and suppose U P Cx has U “ C. Then U “ α ¨ d
σpqq for some q P KrXCs
decorating C and an α P Lσ. Let m P NE be such that q “ q
`
Xp
me
˘
. There are two cases to consider.
If me0 ą 1, then q is a polynomial in X
p
e0
, and substituting Xe with Y
1{p
e if e “ e0 and Ye otherwise in q
gives a polynomial q1 P KrYCs. This polynomial q
1 is irreducible, for any factorization of q1 would induce a
factorization of q. Hence q1 decorates C in MpK, yq. By construction of q1, we have q1 “ q P KrZEs, and
q1 “ q
´
Y p
m1e
¯
, where m “ m1 ` n. Hence
U “ α ¨ dσpqq “ α ¨
ˆ
Bq
Bze
Tme
˙
e
“ α ¨
ˆ
Bq
Bze
Tm
1
e ¨ ρe
˙
e
“ α ¨ pdσpq1qqρ P Cρy .
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If me0 “ 0, then construct q
1 P KrYCs from q
p by substituting Xe with Y
1{p
e if e “ e0 and Ye otherwise.
Again, any factorization of q1 would induce a factorization of q, and hence q1 decorates C. This time q1 “ σpqq,
and q1 “ σpqq
´
Y p
m1e
¯
, where m` 1E “ m
1 ` n. Hence
U “ α ¨ dσpqq “ α ¨
ˆ
T´1 ¨
Bσpqq
Bze
Tme`1
˙
e
“ α ¨ T´1 ¨
ˆ
Bq1
Bze
Tm
1
e ¨ ρe
˙
e
“ α ¨ T´1 ¨ pdσpq1qqρ P Cρy ,
hence also U P Cρy . It follows that Cx Ď C
ρ
y , so that Cx “ C
ρ
y since both are L
σ-signatures of N .
Consider a hyperplane H of N , and let V P Dy. Then there is a nonzero KpyHq-derivation D of KpyEq
sep
and a β P Lσ so that V “ Dσpyq ¨ β. By definition of Dσpyq, there is an m P NE so that yp
´me
P KpyEq
sep
and Dσpyeq “ T
meD
´
yp
´me
¯
for each e P E. Again, there are two cases. If me0 ą 0, then
xp
´me0
`1
e0
“ yp
´me0
e0
P KpyEq
sep.
Then D is a derivation of KpxEq
sep as well, and Dσpxeq “ T
m1eD
´
xp
´m1e
¯
where m1 “ m´ n. Hence
V “ Dσpyq ¨ β “
´
TmeD
´
yp
´me
¯¯
e
¨ β “
´
ρeT
m1eD
´
xp
´m1e
¯¯
e
¨ β “ pDσpxq ¨ βqρ P Dρx.
If me0 “ 0, then xe R KpyEq
sep. Then D1 : z ÞÑ Dpzpqp1{pq is a derivation of KpxEq
sep Ď pKpyEq
sepq
p1{pq
,
and taking m1 “ m´ n` 1E we have pD
1qσpxeq “ T
m1eD1
´
xp
´m1e
¯
. Hence
V “ Dσpyq ¨ β “
´
TmeD
´
yp
´me
¯¯
e
¨ β “
´
ρeT
m1eD1
´
xp
´m1e
¯
¨ T´1
¯
e
¨ β “ ppD1qσx ¨ T
´1 ¨ βqρ P Dρx.
and hence V P Dρx. It follows that Dy Ď D
ρ
x , so that Dy “ D
ρ
x since both are L
σ-signatures of N˚. 
Lemma 20. Let x P LE. Then Cx K Dx.
Proof. Using Lemma 6, it is equivalent to prove that Cρx K D
ρ´1
x . We will invoke Lemma 19 to simplify the
argument.
Let U P Cx and V P Dx. Then U “ α ¨ d
σpqq for some circuit C of MpK,xq and α P pLσq‹, and
V “ Dσpxq ¨ β for some KpxHq-derivation D, where H is a hyperplane of MpK,xq and β P pL
σq‹. It is our
object to prove that U K V , so that we may assume without loss of generality that α “ β “ 1.
By Lemma 19, we may assume that V P LE, and writing Ue “ T
meae with ae P L, that
mintme : e P Uu “ mintme : e P U X V u “ 0.
Then Dσpxq “ Dpxq, and dσpqqe “ dpqqe for all e P U so that me “ 0, so thatÿ
ePE
UeVe “
ÿ
ePUXV
dσpqqe ¨D
σpxeq “
ÿ
ePUXV ,me“0
dσpqqe ¨D
σpxeq “
ÿ
ePUXV
dpqqe ¨Dpxeq “ 0,
as the hypersum of any elements of Lσ is determined by the terms cTm withmminimal, and dpqq K Dpxq. 
Theorem 7. Let K Ď L be a field extension in positive characteristic p, let E be a finite set, let x P LE,
and assume that L is algebraically closed. Then M :“ pE, Cxq is a left L
σ-matroid, and M˚ “ pE,Dxq.
Proof. Let N :“ MpK,xq. By the lemma’s of this section, Cx is a left L
σ-signature of N , Dx is a right
Lσ-signature of N˚, and C K3 D. Using Theorem 2, it follows that M :“ pE, Cxq is a left L
σ-matroid, and
M˚ “ pE,Dxq. 
We call the left Lσ-matroid MσpK,xq :“ pE, Cxq the matroid of σ-derivatives, and its dual pE,Dxq
the matroid of σ-differentials, since each element e of the ground set represents a differential dpxeq. By
construction, the matroid underlying MσpK,xq is MpK,xq, but MσpK,xq captures further information
about K,x.
Recall the hyperfield homomophism ζ : Lσ Ñ Zmin.
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Lemma 21. Let K Ď L be a field extension characteristic p ą 0, let x P LE and assume that L “ KpxEq.
Let M “MσpK,xq. Then
ζprFa, FbsM q “ logp
rL : KpxFaq
seps
rL : KpxFbqseps
for all bases Fa, Fb of M .
Proof. Let q be the polynomial decorating the circuit C so that a, b P C Ď Fab. Suppose that dσpqqa “ vT
i
and dσpqqb “ wT
j . Then we have
p´irL : KpxFbq
seps “ rL : KpxFabq
seps “ p´jrL : KpxFaq
seps.
Also, ζprFa, FbsM q “ ´ζpvT
iq ` ζpwT jq “ ´i` j. The lemma follows. 
By a theorem of Cartwright [Car17], the Lindstro¨m valuation ν of K,x is determined by
νpBq “ logprKpxEq : KpxBq
seps
for each basis B of MpK,xq. It follows that ν is a Grassmann-Plu¨cker function for ζ˚M
σpK,xq.
Lemma 22. Let K Ď L be a field extension characteristic p ą 0, and let x P LE. Then DerpK,xq is spanned
by the cocircuits of MσpK,xq0.
5.4. Matroids over KpT, σq. IfK is a field of characteristic p and σ is the Frobenius map, then the elements
the Ore ring KrT, σs naturally correspond to p-polynomials. Consider the map p. : KrT, σs Ñ KrZs given by{ÿ
j
ajT j “
ÿ
j
ajZ
pj .
Then for any a, b P KrT, σs, we have {pa` bqpZq “ papZq `pbpZq and pabpZq “ pappbpZqq.
For the remainder of this section, we consider a fixed fieldK, an extension field L ofK and a transcendence
base z1, . . . , zd of L over K. In this context, there is a natural embedding ψ : KpT, σq
d Ñ L, which sends
vectors v P KpT, σqd to p-polynomials in L as follows:
ψ : v ÞÑ
dÿ
i“1
pvipziq.
Lemma 23 (Lindstro¨m[Lin88]). Let V Ď KrT, σsd be a finite set of vectors. Then V is left linearly dependent
over KpT, σq if and only if tψpvq : v P V u is algebraically dependent over K.
Let E be a finite set and let ve P KrT, σs
d for each e P E. Let Mpvq be the left KpT, σq-matroid
which is linearly represented by the vectors ve. With xe :“ ψpveq for all e P E, we have MpK,xq “ Mpvq
by Lindstro¨ms lemma. We show that in this context, the matroid of σ-derivatives MσpK,xq may also be
constructed directly from Mpvq. Recall the skew field homomorphism µ : KpT, σq Ñ Kσ from section 4.2,
which maps µ :
ř
i aiT
i ÞÑ akT
i, where k “ minti : ai ‰ 0u. Let µ
1 : KpT, σq Ñ Lσ be given by µ1paq “ µpaq.
Lemma 24. Let E Ď KrT, σsd be a finite set, and let xe :“ ψpeq for all e P E. Then M
σpK,xq “ µ1˚Mpvq.
Proof. By Lindstro¨ms Lemma, we have MpK,xq “ Mpvq, so that MσpK,xq and Mpvq have the same
underlying matroid. It therefore suffices to show that for each circuit U ofMpvq, the vector µ1˚U “ pµ
1pUeqqe
is a circuit of MσpK,xq.
So consider a circuit U P KpT, σqd of Mpvq. By definition, U is a left linear dependence
ř
e Ueve “ 0, of
minimal support. Assume first that U P KrT, σsE. Then the entries Ue are formal polynomials in T , and
we may define
qU :“
ÿ
ePU
xUepXeq P KrXEs.
Since U is a left linear dependence, we have p
ř
e Ueveqi “ 0 for i “ 1, . . . , d, and hence
qU pxq “
ÿ
e
xUepxeq “ÿ
e
xUe˜ÿ
i
zpveqi¸ “ÿ
e
ÿ
i
{pUeveqi “ÿ
i
{˜ÿ
e
Ueve
¸
i
“ 0.
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Hence, the polynomial qU decorates the circuit U of MpK,xq. We have pd
σqqe “ µ
1pxUeq for each e, and
hence µ1˚U “ d
σq is a circuit of MσpK,xq.
In case U R KrT, σsE, then there is a c P KrT, σs so that cU P KrT, σsE. Then µ˚pcUq is a circuit of
MσpK,xq and hence by the circuit axiom (C1), the vector µ1˚U “ µ
1pc´1qµ˚pcUq is a circuit ofM
σpK,xq. 
Example. Pick any a P K‹, and consider the following vectors from KpT, σq2:
v1 “
„
1
0

, v2 “
„
0
T 3

, v2 “
„
T 2 ` T
T 2

, v4 “
„
1
T 4 ` aT

.
Each pair of these vectors is linearly independent over KpT, σq, and hence Mpvq – U2,4. Taking xe :“ ψpveq
we obtain
x1 “ z1, x2 “ z
p3
2
, x3 “ z
p2
1
` zp
1
` zp
2
2
, x4 “ z1 ` z
p4
2
` azp
2
.
where L “ Kpz1, z2q has transcendence degree 2 over K. The circuit U “ pT
3 ` T 2, 1,´T, 0q gives rise to
an algebraic relation qU “ X
p3
1
`Xp
2
1
`X2 ´X
p
3
, so that dσpqU q “ pT
2, 1,´T, 0q “ µ˚U . The K-derivation
D “ d
dz2
gives
Dσpxq “ p0, T 3, T 2, aT q “ µ˚V,
where V “ p0, T 3, T 2, T 4 ` aT q is a cocircuit of Mpvq.
In MσpK,xq, we have the cross ratio crp1, 2, 3, 4q “ r13, 14s ¨ r24, 23s “
`
a´1T
˘
¨
`
T´1
˘
“ a´1 P Lσ.
6. Flocks
6.1. Preliminaries on matroid flocks. In [BDP18], Bollen, Draisma, and the present author defined a
matroid flock of rank d on E as a map M which assigns a matroid Mα on E of rank d to each α P Z
E ,
satisfying the following two axioms.
(MF1) Mα{i “Mα`1ezi for all α P Z
E and e P E.
(MF2) Mα “Mα`1E for all α P Z
E .
Here, 1e denotes the unit vector in R
E with a 1 in the e-th position, and 1E the all-one vector in R
E . More
generally we write 1F :“
ř
ePF 1e for the incidence vector of any F Ď E.
Matroid flocks are cryptomorphic to valuated matroids. Using the definition of the boundary matroid
from Section 4.3, and noting that valuated matroids are essentially Zmin-matroids, we will now paraphrase
this characterization, Theorem 7 of [BDP18]. Let MpE, rq denote the collection of matroids of rank r on E.
Theorem 8. Let M : ZE ÑMpE, rq. The following are equivalent:
(1) M is a matroid flock.
(2) there is a Zmin-matroid N so that M : α ÞÑ pN
αq
0
.
In what follows, we generalize this theorem to one that characterizes Hσ-matroids in terms of Hσ-flocks.
In the proof, we will use one further lemma from [BDP18]. If M,M 1 are two matroids with common ground
set E, then M ľ M 1 denotes that M 1 is a weak image of M , i.e. that each dependent set of M is also
dependent in M 1. For any Rmin-matroid N on E, let
CpN, βq :“
 
α P RE : pNαq
0
ľ
`
Nβ
˘
0
(
.
We will regard any Zmin-matroid as an Rmin-matroid in the natural way.
The following is Lemma 18 of [BDP18].
Lemma 25. Let N be a Zmin-matroid on E with valuation ν, and let β P Z
E. Then
CpN, βq “
 
α P RE : αe ´ αf ě νpBq ´ νpB ´ e` fq for all bases B of
`
Nβ
˘
0
, e P B, f P EzB
(
.
6.2. Hσ-flocks and matroids over Hσ. Let H be a skew hyperfield, let r P N, and let E be a finite set.
Let MHpE, rq denote the collection of left H-matroids of rank r on E. Consider an automorphism σ of H .
An Hσ-flock of rank r on E is a map F : ZE Ñ MHpE, rq, with the following properties:
(F1) Fα`1eze “ Fα{e for all α P Z
E and e P E.
(F2) Fα`1E “ σ˚Fα for all α P Z
E .
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We generalize Theorem 8, which characterizes Kid-flocks (matroid flocks) as cryptomorphic to Kid-matroids
(Zmin-matroids). In the proof of this generalization, we will use Theorem 8 itself as a stepping stone. Let
τ : pZ,`q Ñ pHσq‹ denote the group homomorphism τ : i ÞÑ T i.
Theorem 9. Let F : ZE ÑMHpE, rq. The following are equivalent:
(1) F is an Hσ-flock.
(2) there is a left Hσ-matroid M so that F : α ÞÑ
`
M τpαq
˘
0
.
Proof. (2)ñ(1): Assume (2). Let N :“ ζ˚M . Then N is a Zmin-matroid, and therefore by Theorem 8, the
map
F : α ÞÑ
`
N´α
˘
0
“
´
M τpαq
¯
0
is a matroid flock. We verify the two Hσ-flock axioms (F1) and (F2).
(F1): Without loss of generality, α “ 0. We have F0 “M0, and F1e “ pM
ρq0, where ρ “ τp1eq. As F is
a matroid flock, we have
F0ze “M0ze “ pM
ρq0{e “ F1e{e.
To show more strongly that F0ze “ F1e{e, it remains to show that also r.sF0ze “ r.sM0ze “ r.spMρq0{e “
r.sF1e {e. If e is not a coloop of M0, then for each pB,B
1q P AM0ze we have
rB,B1sM0ze “ rB,B
1sM “ rB,B
1sMρ “ rB,B
1spMρq0{e.
If e is a coloop of M0, then M0ze “M0{e, and for each pB,B
1q P AM0ze we have
rB,B1sM0ze “ rB ` e,B
1 ` esM “ rB ` e,B
1 ` esMρ “ rB,B
1spMρq0{e.
In either case, r.sM0 “ r.spMρq0 , so that F0 “M0 “ pM
ρq0 “ F1e, as required.
(F2): Without loss of generality α “ 0. Then F0 “ M , and F1E “ pM
ρq0, where ρ :“ τp1Eq : e ÞÑ T .
For each pB,B1q P AM0 , we have
rB,B1sMρ “ T rB,B
1sMT
´1 “ σprB,B1sM q.
If X is a circuit of M , then T pXeT
´1 : e P Eq “ pσpXeq : e P Eq “ σpXq is a circuit of M
ρ. Hence
F1E “ pM
ρq0 “ σ˚pM0q “ σ˚F0,
as required.
(1)ñ (2): Suppose (1). Then F : α ÞÑ Fα is a matroid flock. Hence by Theorem 8, there is a Zmin-matroid
N so that
Fα “ pN
αq
0
If M “ pE, Cq is a left Hσ-matroid so that Fα “
`
M τpα
˘
0
, then the left quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates r.s “ r.sC
are a map r.s : AN Ñ H
σ so that r.sFα “ r.s
τpαq for all α P ZE . That is, for each α P ZE
(2) rFa, FbsFα “ T
αarFa, FbsT´αb
whenever Fa, Fb are adjacent bases of Fα. Conversely, if r.s are left quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates forN satisfying
these requirements, thenM :“ pE, Cr.sq satisfies (2): then Fα “
`
M τp´αq
˘
0
, as on either side of the equation,
the matroids have the same underlying matroid and the same quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates.
We first prove the existence of such a map r.s : AN Ñ H
σ, satisfying (2) for each α. So fix adjacent bases
Fa, Fb of N . We must argue that for each two α, β P ZE so that Fa, Fb are both bases of Fα and Fβ, we
have
(3) T´αarFa, FbsFαT
αb “ T´βarFa, FbsFβT
αb .
By (F2), we may assume that α ď β. We prove (3) by induction on
ř
epβe ´ αeq. Let e P E be such that
αe ă βe. If e P F , then with F
1 :“ F ´ e, F 1a, F 1b are adjacent bases of Fα{e “ Fα`1eze, and hence
rFa, FbsFα “ rF
1a, F 1bsFα{e “ rF
1a, F 1bsFα`1eze “ rFa, FbsFβ .
Taking α1 “ α` 1e and using the induction hypothesis on the pair α
1, β, we obtain
T´αarFa, FbsFαT
αb “ T´α
1
arFa, FbsFα1T
α1b “ T´βarFa, FbsFβT
βb .
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If e R Fab, then Fa, Fb are both bases of Fβze “ Fβ´1e{e, and hence
rFa, FbsFβ´1e “ rFa, FbsFβ´1e{e “ rFa, FbsFβze “ rFa, FbsFβ .
Taking β1 “ β ´ 1e and again using induction, we have
T´αarFa, FbsFαT
αb “ T´β
1
arFa, FbsFβ1T
β1b “ T´βarFa, FbsFβT
βb .
Thus we have reduced to the case when αe “ βe for all e other than a, b. By Lemma 25, we have
CpN, βq “
 
α P RE : αi ´ αj ě νpBq ´ νpB ´ e` fq for all bases B of
`
N´β
˘
0
, e P B, f P EzB
(
.
Since Fa, Fb are bases of of both Fα and Fβ, it follows that αa ´ αb ě νpBq ´ νpB ´ e ` fq “ βa ´ βb.
Reversing α and β in this argument, we also have βa ´ βb ě νpBq ´ νpB ´ e ` fq “ αa ´ αb, so that
αa ´ βa “ αb ´ βb. It follows that β ´ α “ k1ab. Consider the special case that β ´ α “ 1ab, and let
G :“ Ezab. We have
Fα{G “ Fα´1GzG “ Fα`1ab´1EzG “ σ˚Fα`1abzG.
Then
T´αarFa, FbsFαT
αb “ T´αara, bsFα{GT
αb “ T´βara, bsFα`1abzGT
βb “ T´βarFa, FbsFβT
βb .
In general if β ´ α “ k1ab with k ą 1, then α
1 :“ α` 1ab ď β and α
1 P CpN, βq, so that Fa, Fb are bases of
Fα1 . The general case then follows by induction on k:
T´αarFa, FbsFαT
αb “ T´α
1
arFa, FbsFα1T
α1b “ T´βarFa, FbsFβT
βb .
We have established that there exists a map r.s : AN Ñ H
σ, satisfying (2) for each α.
Next, we show that r.s are left quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates. Consider (P3), say. Suppose Fac, Fad, Fbc, Fbd
are bases of N , but Fab or Fcd are not. Then there exists an α P ZE so that Fac, Fad, Fbc, Fbd are bases
of Fα. By (P3) for Fα, we have
rFac, Fbcs “ T´αarFac, FbcsFαT
αb “ T´αarFad, FbdsFαT
αb “ rFad, Fbds.
To show (P0), (P1), (P2) it similarly suffices to that all bases in question are present in Fα for some α P Z
E .
To show (P4), consider F, a, b, c, d so that B1 :“ tFac, Fad, Fbc, Fbd, Fab, Fcdu are all bases of N . We
need to show that
1 P rFbd, Fabs ¨ rFac, Fcds‘ rFad, Fabs ¨ rFbc, Fcds.
Let ν be the valuation associated with N , so ζprB,B1sq “ νpBq ´ νpB1q for all adjacent bases B,B1 of N .
By Theorem 4, we have 8 P pνpFabq ` νpFcdqq‘ pνpFacq ` νpFbdqq‘ pνpFadq ` νpFbcqq in Zmin. That is,
the minimum of the three numbers
νpFabq ` νpFcdq, νpFacq ` νpFbdq, νpFadq ` νpFbcq
is attained at least 2 times. There are four cases to consider. If νpFabq ` νpFcdq “ νpFacq ` νpFbdq “
νpFadq ` νpFbcq, then there exists an α so that B1 Ď Fα, and then (P4) holds as it holds in Fα. If
νpFabq ` νpFcdq “ νpFacq ` νpFbdq ă νpFadq ` νpFbcq, then rFbd, Fabs ¨ rFac, Fcds “ 1 as there exists an
α P ZE so that Fbd, Fab, Fac, Fcd are bases of Fα, and Fad or Fbc are not. Also,
ζprFbd, Fabs ¨ rFac, Fcdsq “ νpFbdq ´ νpFabq ` νpFacq ´ νpFcdq “ 0
and
ζprFad, Fabs ¨ rFbc, Fcdsq “ νpFadq ´ νpFabq ` νpFbcq ´ νpFcdq ą 0
so that
1 “ rFbd, Fabs ¨ rFac, Fcds P rFbd, Fabs ¨ rFac, Fcds‘ rFad, Fabs ¨ rFbc, Fcds.
The case when νpFabq ` νpFcdq “ νpFadq ` νpFbcq ă νpFacq ` νpFbdq is similar.
If νpFabq ` νpFcdq ą νpFacq ` νpbdq “ νpadq ` νpbcq, then rFac, Fads “ rFbc, Fbds and rFac, Fbcs “
rFad, Fbds as before. Then rFbd, Fabs¨rFac, Fcds “ ´rFad, Fabs¨rFbc, Fcds, and ζprFbd, Fabs¨rFac, Fcdsq “
ζprFad, Fabs ¨ rFbc, Fcdsq ă 0, so that
1 P rFbd, Fabs ¨ rFac, Fcds‘ rFad, Fabs ¨ rFbc, Fcds,
as required. 
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7. Final remarks
We showed that the theory of matroids over hyperfields can be extended to skew hyperfields, and that a
algebraic matroid representation K,x gives rise to a matroidMσpK,xq over a skew hyperfield. This matroid
comprises the same information as the Frobenius flock of [BDP18], but the quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates of
MσpK,xq give a better perspective of the overall coherence (and finiteness) of the data presented by such
flocks. We hope that this will shed light on the hard problem of characterizing the algebraic representability
of matroids.
Many issues came to mind when writing this paper, which were outside the main scope. We like to end
by listing some of them.
7.1. Cross ratios. In Section 3.9, we defined cross ratios and listed several of their properties. It is not
clear to what extent these properties define matroids over skew hyperfields. There may not be coordinates
which correspond with given cross ratios even if N “ U2,4 and H is commutative. We conjecture that any
obstacles to finding corresponding quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates will be local, in the following precise sense.
Let N be a matroid. We say that a map cr : CRN Ñ H is consistent if there exists quasi-Plu¨cker
coordinates r.s for N such that crpF, a, b, c, dq “ rFac, FadsrFbd, Fbcs for all pF, a, b, c, dq P CRN . If S is
an independent set of N , and T is an independent set of N˚, then a map cr : CRN Ñ H induces a map
cr{SzT : CRN 1 Ñ H on the minor N
1 :“ N{SzT , determined by cr{SzT : pF, a, b, c, dq ÞÑ crpSYF, a, b, c, dq.
Conjecture 1. Let N be a matroid on E, and let H be a skew hyperfield such that 1 “ ´1 if N has a Fano
minor. The following are equivalent for any map cr : CRN Ñ H:
(1) cr is consistent; and
(2) cr{SzT is consistent for each disjoint S, T Ď E so that S is an independent set of N , T is an
independent set of N˚, and N{SzT has at most 5 elements.
The special case of this conjecture where H “ S is a theorem of Gelfand, Rybnikov, and Stone [GRS95],
and if H is commutative the conjecture follows from the work of Delucchi, Hoessly, Saini [DHS18].
7.2. The skew hyperfield of monomials. If H is a field and σ is the identity, then HpT, σ,maxq is
commutative and equals the hyperfield of monomials described by Viro in [Vir10]. Viro notes that the role of
Z in his definition can be replaced by any linearly ordered group pΓ,`,ăq. This seems to apply also to our
construction. Consider a skew hyperfield H , and automorphism σi of H for each i P Γ so that σi`j “ σi ˝ σj
for all i, j P Γ. Then we can define a hyperfield
H ¸σ Γmax :“ pH ˆ Γ, 1, 0,d,‘q
with 1 :“ p1, 0q, 0 :“ p0, 0q “ p0, iq for all i P Γ, multiplication given by pa, iq d pb, jq :“ paσipbq, i` jq for all
a, b P H and i, j P Γ, and addition given by 0‘ x “ x‘ 0 “ txu and
pa, iq‘ pb, jq :“
$’’&’%
tpa, iqu if i ą j
tpb, jqu if i ă j
pa` bq ˆ tiu if i “ j and a ‰ ´b
pa` bq ˆ tiu YH‹ ˆ tk P Γ, k ă iu if i “ j and a “ ´b
for a, b P H‹ and i, j P Γ, where ` is the hyperaddition of H . There is an obvious variant H ¸σ Γmin.
This skew hyperfield resembles the extended tropical hyperring of [AGG14], but it is different when adding
pa, iq‘pb, jq in the case that i “ j and a ‰ ´b. With trivial automorphisms σi “ id we have T pRq – S¸Rmax
and T pCq – Φ¸Rmax. Here T pRq and T pCq are Viro’s tropical reals and tropical complex numbers, and Φ
is the tropical phase hyperfield.
For any H,Γ, there is a homomorphism ζ : H ¸σ Γmin Ñ Γmin given by ζ : pa, iq ÞÑ i.
Lemma 26. Let M be a left H ¸σ Γmin-matroid, and let N :“ pζ˚Mq0. Let r.s0 be the restriction of r.sM to
AN . Then r.s0 are quasi-Plu¨cker coordinates for N , taking values in H.
The proof of Lemma 14, which is the special case of this statement where Γ “ Z, will also serve as a
proof of Lemma 26. Thus we may define the boundary matroid M0 of any left H ¸σ Γmin-matroid M as the
unique left H-matroid M0 so that M0 “ pζ˚Mq0, and so that M0 is a weak image of M .
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In general, there is a hyperfield homomorphism υ : H Ñ H ¸σ Γmin given by υ : h ÞÑ ph, 0q and a group
homomorphism τ : Γmin Ñ H ¸σ Γmin given by τ : i ÞÑ p1, iq. Thus any left H-matroid M can also be
considered as a left H ¸σ Γmin-matroid υ˚M . By rescaling and taking the boundary matroid, this matroid
spawns a left H-matroid
`
pυ˚Mq
τpwq
˘
0
for each w P ΓE , as in the characterization of flocks. This construction
is not without precedent. Ardila, Klivans and Williams [AKW06] define, for any oriented matroid M on E
and w P RE , an initial oriented matroid Mw on E. We have Mw “
`
pυ˚Mq
τpwq
˘
0
, where τ and υ are the
canonical maps for H “ S and Γ “ R. That Mw is indeed an oriented matroid then follows from Lemma 26.
7.3. Groebner bases in positive characteristic. In Section 5, we considered a field K of positive char-
acteristic p, an extension field L and elements xe P L for e P E. The results of this section highlight that
KpxEq has a certain robustness against applications of the Frobenius map σ : x ÞÑ x
p to the individual
elements xe. If ye “ x
pme
e , then for any irreducible q P KrXEs so that qpxq “ 0 there is an irreducible
q1 P KrYes so that q
1pyq “ 0, and qp
n
pXe : e P Eq “ q
1pXp
me
e : e P Eq. That is, irrespective of such Frobenius
actions, the irreducible polynomial relations are always just a variation of the same polynomial q P KrZEs.
In the light of this invariance, it seems inappropriate that of a Groebner basis would change more than
superficially when substituting a variable X by Xp, or that the steps taken by the Buchberger algorithm
would turn out truly different. We imagine a variant which is indifferent to such changes.
To make the Buchberger algorithm ignore substitutions such as the above, we may no longer distinguish
between a polynomial q and its power qp
k
. The monomial order ĺ on NE must ignore powers of p. That is,
for any u, v P NE we must have
u ĺ v if and only if u1 ĺ v1
where ue “ u
1
ep
valppueq, ve “ v
1pvalppveq for each e P E. The monomial order could otherwise be lexicographic,
based on a linear order ă of E. When using q with leading monomial Xu to reduce r with leading monomial
Xv, we must first replace q with a pk-th power to ensure that valppueq “ valppveq, where e “ maxtf P E :
ue ‰ 0, ve ‰ 0u. Here the maximum is taken with respect to the chosen order of E.
We are not aware of any such variant of the Buchberger algorithm in the literature, but we think this
could be the more efficient way to decide independence of sets in algebraic matroids.
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